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Abstract.
SCIFF is a new abductive logic programming proof-procedure
for reasoning with expectations in dynamic environments. SCIFF is also the
main component of a framework thought to specify and verify interaction in
open agent societies. In this paper we present the declarative and operational
semantics of SCIFF, its termination, soundness and completeness results, and
some sample applications to demonstrate its use in the multi-agent domain.
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Introduction

This article describes a declarative and operational framework, grounded on Abductive Logic Programming (ALP) [63], that can be used in a number of situations
involving reasoning with incomplete knowledge and dynamic occurrence of events.
The main motivations of such a work originate from the domain of agent interaction. In order to appreciate them, one must consider that in such a domain the
definition of agent communication languages and protocols, their semantic characterization, and their verification, are key issues with many points still open, notwithstanding interaction being one of the characterizing and most widely studied aspects
of agency [101]. In order to address these issues, not surprisingly, multifarious logics
have been adopted, extended and developed: modal logics, mainly, in the domain
of rational agents, and a number of fragments of temporal logics in the domain of
open societies and social commitments.
Our work mainly focusses on the specification and verification of interaction in
open agent societies. It advocates the use of Computational Logic for agent applications, and it demonstrates ALP to be a viable tool for the specification, development
and implementation of operational frameworks for agents and their application in
a number of reference scenarios. The outcomes of our research activity, carried out
in the context of a EU IST project named SOCS (Societies Of ComputeeS) [92],
completed in June 2005, are a declarative semantic characterization of open agent
societies in terms of abduction, and an operational framework centered around an
ALP proof-procedure called SCIFF.
SCIFF is an extension of the well-known IFF abuctive proof-procedure defined
by Fung and Kowalski [56]. IFF has inspired conspicuous work in logic-based agent
systems [68, 36, 82], paving the way for the definition of a reference agent architecture that combines rationality with reactivity and other components like planning,
temporal reasoning and deliberation, to cite some [67, 72]. Important as it has
been in its seminal role, some limitations have made the use of IFF impractical in
many scenarios, and an agent system based on IFF and at the same time dealing
with typical agent settings, involving communication, constraints, deadlines, and
the occurrence of events has never been implemented.
To overcome such limitations, again in the context of the SOCS project, work
has been done to extend IFF by constraint solving giving rise to the CIFF (IFF with
Constraints) proof-procedure [45]. The introduction of constraints made it possible
to implement core agent reasoning functionalities, such as temporal reasoning and
abductive event calculus-based planning [74], and to demonstrate the feasibility of
the approach in simple scenarios [2].
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1.1

Agent societies: interaction specification and verification

We think of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) as societies of computational entities. The
counterpart of individual agent design and implementation is a number of issues
related to agent interaction, at the social level. They include:
(a) definition of an agent interaction model. What is a suitable representation of
messages and protocols? What is the meaning given to agent communication
exchange, and what is the role of protocols in this?
(b) social goals. How to define the goal of agent interaction formally, in a specific
context? Does the occurrence of a certain sequence of messages mean that a
goal has been achieved?
(c) evaluation of the agent social behaviour. How to define the “correct” behaviour
of agents interacting in a social environment? In relation to protocols, is it
possible to tell out the agent interaction actions that are compliant to some
defined protocol from those that are not? Can this be done dynamically, while
agents are interacting?
(d) projection of the future states of agent interaction. Given some rules of interaction, which can be coded in terms of protocols, what is the expected behaviour
of the MAS? Will it be able to develop a consistent sequence of events, or will
it necessarily violate some protocols? Is there a way at all for agents to engage
in compliant interaction, given some state of affairs and possibly a goal?
An important point to make is that to answer these questions we do not need to
acquire information nor to make assumptions about the agent internal architecture.
Agents could be computational entities, reactive systems, peers in a distributed
computer system, even human actors. This detachment of agent architectural design information from interaction definition and study is called “social approach”
to agent interaction, and it is advocated by milestones of the MAS literature, such
as work by Castelfranchi [26], Singh [91], Yolum and Singh [104], and Fornara and
Colombetti [53]. Other very influential approaches have been proposed, which focus
on the relationship of agent interaction with agent internal reasoning and mental
states, leading to a completely different semantic interpretation of agent communication, rooted in the theory of speech acts [32]. We will not delve here on this
this hoary debate. We will focus instead on how to address the issues above with
a computational logic-based and operational framework. We will show a semantics
for agent interaction based on the concept of social expectation. Such a semantics
provides a simple, intuitive and general, high-level abductive interpretation for agent
societies [12], in which we define the concept of social goal and social integrity constraints (ICs). We will not only provide a declarative specification language for agent
4

interaction, but we will also present a fully-fledged operational framework centered
around the SCIFF proof-procedure, whose properties of termination, soundness and
completeness with respect to its declarative semantics, make it a suitable means for
tackling verification of agent interaction.
We define compliance to protocols by matching of “socially relevant” events with
social expectations. Such a unification is checked dynamically, as agents execute
their programs, and as events of other kind occur in the environment. We explicitly
represent timing of events, which makes it possible for such a framework to cater
for sequences, deadlines and concurrent events.
We propose SCIFF as a general framework, that can be applied to many situations involving reasoning with incomplete knowledge and dynamic occurrence of
events, not necessarily related to agent interaction. Nevertheless, the main motivations of the research behind it come from the MAS domain. We will now briefly
show, by examples, what typical situations we shall meet in such a domain. This
will explain some choices we have made, and why we have decided to propose such a
powerful formalism, rather than resorting to off-the-shelf solutions, based on existing proof-procedures or other logic-based operational tools. We will keep this part
short, since the focus of this article, and its original contribution, is the operational
framework of SCIFF, which has never been presented before, and in its relationship
with the declarative model, in terms of soundness and completeness and related results. The reader interested in more focussed discussions about the relation of the
SCIFF framework with other work of literature, specific case studies, and in the
general issue of agent interaction can refer to previously published work, including
[13, 15, 5, 10, 2, 7, 3].

1.2

Simple examples of agent interaction

Let us consider, for the sake of example, a typical two-agent setting. Agents a
and b interact by message exchange. Messages may have a format in the style of
KQML [49] or FIPA ACL [50], but we simplify the notation and indicate only sender,
recipient, content and context by functor symbols.1
Agent a requests agent b to perform an action p. Let us use the tell functor to
represent messages:
tell(a, b, request(p), d)
where the context is the dialogue d, occurring between a and b.
1

For the sake of simplicity and generality, we will not propose a concrete content language.
We will assume that, depending on the context, some content language is adopted. Some suitable
interface can be used to map FIPA messages onto other notation. One such interface is that
integrated in the SOCS-SI tool [7]. The reader interested in such a mapping can access a large
number of sample protocols and communication traces from the SOCS-SI Protocol Repository [93],
and download and execute them using the publicly available SOCS-SI tool [94].
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When reasoning about agent interaction, especially in tackling issues like evaluation and prediction of agent interaction (points (c) and (d) above), we need to
consider not only messages already exchanged by agents, but also messages that we
expect agents to exchange in the future. We will then need some sort of hypothetical
reasoning to figure what messages are expected to be sent, given the protocols and
the current state of affairs regarding the interaction. Dually, we will also need to
represent and reason about messages are expected not to be sent.
We will distinguish between three different categories of messages: sent messages,
messages expected to be sent, and messages expected not to be sent. To this end, we
will adopt the special symbols H, E, and EN to represent, respectively, happened
events, positive expectations, and negative expectations. Using the same intuitive
meaning of symbols as in the example above, we will write:
EN(tell(a, b, refuse(p), d), T) ∧ T < 10
to indicate that, in the context of dialogue d, a is expected not to express before time
10 his possible refusal to perform action p, i.e., he is expected not to send a message
in the format tell(a,b,refuse(p),d), at any time T < 10.
Note that, if we want to express, like in this example, that some event is expected
not to happen at any time, we need T to be universally quantified. Dually, if we
want to express the fact that some event is expected to happen at some time, we
need T to be existentially quantified. The variable quantification applies not only
to variables representing time: we may need to refer to messages that are expected
by some agent, or we may be expecting messages about some content but we do
not know exactly what the message will be. For example, a could be expected to
make a bid for a specific item i, by offering a quote Q (E(tell(a,B,quote(i,Q),T)):
but we do not know exactly what Q will be. Dually, when we consider expectations
that certain events will not occur, we will have to express, for example, that agent
a is expected not to send any message to agent b, or that we expect no message
following some pattern to be sent between any two agents (e.g., EN(tell(a,b,M,T)),
or EN(tell(A,B,insult(I),T))).
The relations among past, happened events and expected, future events correspond to the idea of protocols. Integrity constraints (ICs) are used precisely to relate
sent messages, belonging to the category of happened H events, with conjunctions of
E/EN expectations. In doing so, disjunctive constructs are needed to express that
after some event, several alternative future sequences of events would be equally consistent with the protocols. For example, after tell(a, b, request(p), d) we may expect
either tell(b, a, agree(p), d) or tell(b, a, refuse(p), d):
H(tell(a, b, request(p), d), T)
→ E(tell(b, a, agree(p), d), T1) ∧ T < T1
∨ E(tell(b, a, refuse(p), d), T1) ∧ T < T1
6

In checking agents’ compliance to given protocols, we need to verify whether
expectations are met by events. We do this by unification/disunification of positive/negative expectations with events.
For example, given the expectation E(tell(b, a, agree(p), d), T1) ∧ 1 < T1, we
need to be able to understand whether there is a matching event which makes it
“fulfilled”, or whether it is “violated”, i.e., missing a matching event.
Dually, given the negative expectation EN(tell(b, a, refuse(p), d), T1) ∧ 1 < T1,
we need to be able to tell whether it is fulfilled, which is the case until no matching
event is generated in the society, or whether it becomes “violated” because of an
event like: H(tell(b, a, refuse(p), d), 5).
Finally, let us consider, at a higher level, interaction as a means to achieve a
goal. From the individual agent standpoint, in line with many agent theories such
as Rao and Georgeff’s BDI [78] or the KGP model of agency [67], we can imagine an
internal process that considers goals or intentions, and through a deliberation phase
generates communicative acts as part of plans to achieve them [32]. For example,
we can imagine that by issuing request(p), agent a hopes to find itself into a state
in which some other agent performs p. Some policies internal to a may have lead
him to issue such a request. From the social standpoint, we can associate a goal
to the interaction of agents, which is independent of the single agents, but reflects
a status to be reached by the system as a whole. We argue that the production
of expectations can be interpreted as the “social” goal of agent interaction in this
sense. In the example above we can thus define a high-level goal, satisfy request,
which becomes true when an expectation about agree(p) is produced (and fulfilled),
in this way:
satisfy request(A, T) ←
E(tell(B, A, agree(p), D), T1) ∧ T1 < T
A and T are here universally quantified variables, whereas B, D and T1 are
existentially quantified: satisfy request becomes true, given A and T, if (or for all A
and T such that) there exists an agent B, a context D and a time T1 in which B
agrees to perform p. The verification of fulfilment of such expectations will ensure
that the social goal has been met.

1.3

Ten good reasons to use SCIFF for reasoning about MAS interaction

These examples capture some of the most relevant features of the SCIFF abductive
framework. What does then SCIFF offer, with respect to other existing abductive
logic programming frameworks, and in the domain of agent interaction specification
and verification? In a nutshell, with respect to other proposals, SCIFF offers:

7

1. a definition language based on ICs. In the MAS domain, the SCIFF language
can be used to define agent interaction protocols. More in general, it can be
used to describe the generation of hypotheses and expectations by events;
2. variables (e.g. to model time), and constraints on variables occurring in hypotheses and expectations: a feature which only a few protocol definition
languages offer, but which is needed to express partially specified events and
deadlines;
3. a very rich, flexible and transparent (i.e., implicit) quantification of variables,
which allows to keep the SCIFF language neat and simple, and makes it suitable to express interaction protocols in an intuitive way;
4. social goals, defined as predicates. Goals can express the social aim or outcome
of some agent interaction, or they can be used to start an abductive derivation
in the more classical ALP tradition;
5. the possibility to model dynamically upcoming events, which will be used by
SCIFF as an extension of a social environment knowledge base;
6. the ability to generate positive and negative expectations, beside making hypotheses, and the concepts of fulfilment and violation of expectations. These
features are needed to implement dynamic checking of protocol compliance,
which is a distinguishing feature of the SCIFF framework, in the sense that
at the time of writing, to the best of our knowledge, no other frameworks offer
this feature with such a wide range of protocols;
7. a declarative semantics given in terms of ALP. In the MAS domain, it can be
used to give an abductive interpretation to agent societies;
8. a proof-procedure, called SCIFF, which extends Fung and Kowalski’s IFF [56]
in the directions above (variables, constraints, quantification, expectations, hypotheses confirmation/disconfirmation, dynamic occurrence of events). SCIFF
generates expectations from events, checks their confirmation/disconfirmation,
and predicates about the achievement of social goals;
9. the properties of termination, soundness, and completeness, under reasonable
assumptions, of SCIFF. Together with the presentation of the SCIFF proofprocedure, these properties represent the main contribution of this article and
are among the most important achievements of the overall framework, since
they set a correspondence between SCIFF and its declarative, abductive semantics;
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10. an efficient implementation. SCIFF has been implemented on top of CHR
[54, 4] and it is at the core of the SOCS-SI tool [7]. SOCS-SI is publicly
available [94].
These features make SCIFF a suitable framework for the MAS domain. Independently of this, and more generally, many of the individual features of SCIFF,
like its very expressive quantification of variables are, to the best of our knowledge,
to be hardly found in most existing operational abductive frameworks.
In this article, we present the SCIFF abductive framework. We present the
declarative and operational semantics of SCIFF in terms of transition rules, as
an extension of Fung and Kowalski’s IFF’s operational semantics [56]. We then
present three very important results: first, termination of SCIFF under reasonable
assumptions (i.e., in a way that does not prevent us from specifying any of the
protocols that we have considered so far). Second, soundness of the proof-procedure
with respect to its declarative semantics. Finally, we prove that SCIFF is complete
for a limited though very significant set of programs.
After the preliminaries, we introduce in Sect. 3 our framework’s syntax. We then
proceed to Sect. 4 and 5 which provide its declarative and operational semantics;
results of termination, soundness and completeness are shown in Sect. 6, while Sect. 7
sketches the implementation of SCIFF inside SOCS-SI. In Sect. 8 we present three
applications of SCIFF in different contexts, and finally we review related work in
Sect. 9. Additional details about the syntax of the SCIFF language and allowedness
criteria for proving soundness can be found in [14].

2

Background and notation

In the remainder of the article, we assume a basic familiarity with the concepts,
results and conventions of Logic Programming. A good introduction is that provided by Lloyd [73]. The words integer, variable, term, atom will be used in the
following with their usual meaning in Logic Programming [73]. We adopt the Prolog convention that reserves capital letters (X, Y, Z, ...) for variables, lower-case letters (a, b, c, . . . ) for constants and functors. We use capital-letter boldface fonts
(E, H, EN) for special functors defined in our language. The symbol ¬ stands for
explicit negation, while not is for negation by failure.
As in ACLP [65], our language integrates Constraint Logic Programming [60]
and Abductive Logic Programming [62].
Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) is a class of declarative languages. Each
CLP language can be seen as an instance of a general CLP(X ) scheme where each
instance can be specified by instantiating the parameter X [61]. The parameter X
represents a 4-tuple (ΣX , DX , LX , TX ) where ΣX is a signature, DX is a ΣX -structure,
LX is a class of ΣX -formulas and TX is a first-order ΣX -theory.
9

We will assume that the symbols = and 6= belong to the signature ΣX . As usual
in CLP, the constraint = replaces unification, and will be called equality constraint.
The constraint 6= is called disequality constraint; the semantics of A 6= B is that
of not(A = B). With an abuse of notation, we will also apply equality (resp.
disequality) on atoms; in such a case, we mean the conjunction (resp. disjunction)
of equalities (disequalities) of corresponding arguments.
In our language, constraints can also be applied to universally quantified variables. The meaning, in such a case, is that of quantifier restrictions [25]. The
semantics of quantifier restrictions is different for the case of universally quantified
and existentially quantified variables, as follows (where c ∈ ΣX ):
∀X:c(X) p(X) ⇐⇒ ∀X ( c(X) → p(X) )
∃X:c(X) p(X) ⇐⇒ ∃X ( c(X) ∧ p(X) )

(1)

Notice that for existentially quantified variables, quantifier restrictions have the
same meaning of constraints; for this reason, in the rest of the paper, we will use
the terms constraint and quantifier restriction interchangeably.
Given a variable X, with QR(X) we will denote the quantifier restrictions on X.
An abductive logic program [62] is a triple hP, Ab, ICi where:
• Ab a set of abducible predicates.
• P is a (normal) logic program, that is, a set of clauses of the form A0 ←
A1 , . . . , Am , not Am+1 , . . . , not Am+n , where m, n ≥ 0, each Ai (i = 0, . . . , m +
n) is an atom. A0 is built on a signature ΣP of defined predicates, while each
Ai (i = 0, . . . , m + n) is built on a signature ΣP ∪ Ab ∪ ΣX . A0 is called the
head and A1 , . . . , Am , not Am+1 , . . . , not Am+n is called the body of any such
clause.
• IC is a set of integrity constraints, also built on ΣP ∪ Ab ∪ ΣX .
Without loss of generality, we assume ΣP , Ab and ΣX to be pairwise disjoint.
Abducible predicates (or simply abducibles) are the predicates about which assumptions (hypotheses, abductions) can be made. For example, a ground abducible
can be assumed to be true, or false. We will represent abducible predicate symbols
in boldface, as in a(X).
Given an abductive logic program T = hP, Ab, ICi and a formula G, the goal of
abduction is to find a (possibly minimal) set of ground atoms ∆ (abductive explanation) in predicates in Ab which, together with P , “entails” G, i.e., P ∪ ∆ |= G, and
such that P ∪∆ “satisfies” IC, e.g. P ∪∆ |= IC (see [62] for other possible notions of
integrity constraint “satisfaction”). Here, the notion of “entailment” |= depends on
the semantics associated with the logic program P (there are many different choices
for such semantics, as it is well-documented in the Logic Programming literature
[20]).
If F is a formula, with vars(F ) we mean the set of variables occurring in F .
10

3

Syntax

In this section, we define the syntax of the logic language used in the SCIFF framework. The language is composed of entities for expressing:
• events, expectations about events, and hypotheses;
• relationships between events and hypotheses.

3.1
3.1.1

Representation of dynamically happening events
Events

Events are the abstraction used to represent the actual observations.
Definition 3.1 An event is an atom:
• with predicate symbol H;
• whose first argument is a ground term; and
• whose second (optional) argument is an integer.
Intuitively, the first argument is meant to represent the description of the happened
event, according to application-specific conventions, and the second argument is
meant to represent the time at which the event has happened:
Example 3.2
H(tell(alice, bob, query ref(phone number), dialog id), 10)

(2)

could represent the fact that alice asked bob his phone number with a query ref message, in the context identified by dialog id, at time 10.
A negated event is an event with the unary prefix operator not applied to it.2
We will call history a set of events, and denote it with the symbol HAP.
3.1.2

Expectations

Expectations are the abstraction we use to represent the desired events. In a MAS
setting, they would represent the ideal behaviour of the system, i.e., the actions
that, once performed, would make the system compliant to its specifications.3
Expectations are of two types:
2

not represents default negation (see declarative semantics of the SCIFF framework, Sect. 4).
Our choice of the terminology “expectation” is intended to stress that observations cannot be
enforced, but only expected, to be as we would like them to be.
3
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• positive: representing some event that is expected to happen;
• negative: representing some event that is expected not to happen.
Definition 3.3 A positive expectation is an atom:
• with predicate symbol E;
• whose first argument is a term; and
• whose second (optional) argument is a variable or an integer.
Intuitively, the first argument is meant to represent an event description, and the
second argument is meant to tell for what time the event is expected. If no time is
specified, it means that the event is expected to happen any time.
Example 3.4 The atom
E(tell(bob, alice, inform(phone number, X), dialog id), Ti )

(3)

could represent that bob is expected to inform alice at some time Ti that the value for
the piece of information identified by phone number is X, in the context identified
by dialog id.
A negated positive expectation is a positive expectation with the explicit negation
operator ¬ applied to it.
As the example shows, expectations can contain variables, as it might be desirable to leave the expected behaviour not completely specified. Variables in positive
expectations will be existentially quantified, supporting the intuition, as we have
seen in Ex. 3.4.
Definition 3.5 A negative expectation is an atom:
• with predicate symbol EN;
• whose first argument is a term; and
• whose second (optional) argument is a variable or an integer.
Intuitively, the first argument is meant to represent an event description, and the
second argument is meant to tell for what time the event is expected not to happen.
If time is not specified, it means that the event is expected not to happen at any
time.

12

Example 3.6 The atom
EN(tell(bob, alice, refuse(phone number), dialog id), Tr )

(4)

could represent that bob is expected not to refuse to alice his phone number, in the
context identified by dialog id, at any time.
A negated negative expectation is a negative expectation with the explicit negation
operator ¬ applied to it.
Note that ¬E(tell(bob, alice, refuse(phone number), dialog id), Tr ) is different from
EN(tell(bob, alice, refuse(phone number), dialog id), Tr ). The intuitive meaning of
the former is: no refuse is expected by Bob (if he does, we simply did not expect him to), whereas the latter has a different, stronger meaning: it is expected
that Bob does not utter refuse (by doing so, he would frustrate our expectations).
As the example shows, variables in negative expectations are naturally interpreted as universally quantified (Bob should never refuse). However, the same
variable may occur in two distinct expectations, one of which positive, the other
negative. In that case, the quantification will be existential (i.e., the convention
adopted for positive expectations will prevail). This follows the intuitions, as we
can see in the following example.
Example 3.7 It is expected that (at least one) agent A performs task t1 , and that
no other agent B interrupts A:
E(perform(A, t1 )), EN(interrupt(B, A)).
Variable A is existentially quantified, while B is quantified universally.
The syntax of events and expectations is summarised in Tab. 3.1, and it will be
used as such by the subsequent Tab. 3.2 and 3.3.
We also introduce, for ease of presentation, the syntactic element ExistLiteral,
that lists the literals that are existentially quantified. Again, for simplifying the following presentation, we define NbfLiteral, that intuitively indicates negative literals
with negation by failure. By AbducibleAtom we mean an atom built on an abducible
predicate (i.e., a predicate in the set Ab).

3.2

Social specifications

A Social specification, i.e, a specification of the society in the SCIFF framework, is
composed of two elements:
• A Knowledge Base;
• A set of Integrity Constraints.
13

Table 3.1 Syntax of events and expectations
EventLiteral ::= [not]Event
Event ::= H(GroundTerm[, Integer])

3.2.1

ExpLiteral
PosExpLiteral
NegExpLiteral
PosExp
NegExp

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

PosExpLiteral | NegExpLiteral
[¬]PosExp
[¬]NegExp
E(Term[, Variable | Integer])
EN(Term[, Variable | Integer])

ExistLiteral
NbfLiteral
Literal
AbducibleLiteral

::=
::=
::=
::=

PosExpLiteral | AbducibleLiteral | Literal
not Atom | not AbducibleAtom
[not]Atom
[not]AbducibleAtom

Knowledge Base

The Knowledge Base (KB) is a set of Clauses in which the body can contain (besides
defined and abducible literals), expectation literals and constraints.
Intuitively, the KB is used to express declarative knowledge about the specific
application domain.
Table 3.2 Syntax of the Knowledge Base
KB
Clause
Head
Body
ExtLiteral

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

[Clause]⋆
Head ← Body
Atom
ExtLiteral [ ∧ ExtLiteral ]⋆ | true
Literal | AbducibleLiteral | ExpLiteral | Restriction

The syntax of the Knowledge Base is given in Tab. 3.2, and it will be used as
such also in Tab. 3.3.
Allowedness conditions The operational semantics (Sect. 5) will require some
syntactic restrictions, which we will now introduce. In the sequel and throughout
this article, we will assume that such restrictions hold in all cases we consider.
As usual in Logic Programming, we need to avoid floundering of variables in
negative literals [73]:
14

Definition 3.8 A clause Head ← Body is allowed if and only if every variable that
occurs in a NbfLiteral in Body, also occurs in the Head or in at least one ExistLiteral.
Variable quantification and scope The quantification and scope of variables is
implicit. In each clause, the variables are quantified as follows:
• universally with scope the Clause if they occur in the Head or in at least one
ExistLiteral;
• otherwise (if they occur only in negative expectations and possibly restrictions)
universally, with scope the Body.
This means that clauses will be quantified as in most other abductive logic programming languages, and in particular, in the language interpreted by the IFF
proof-procedure, except for negative expectations. Variables that occur only in a
negative expectation will be universally quantified with scope the Body. Let us see
an example:
Example 3.9 In order to have a task completed, it is expected that an agent performs it, and no agent is expected to interrupt the agent performing that task.
completed(T ask) ← E(perform(A, T ask)), EN(interrupt(B, A)).
The quantification of the variables is most intuitive:
(∀T ask, ∀A) (
completed(T ask) ← E(perform(A, T ask)), (∀B) ( EN(interrupt(B, A)) )
).
Definition 3.10 A Clause is restriction allowed if the variables that are universally quantified with scope the body do not occur in quantifier Restrictions, and each
variable that occurs in a restriction also occurs in at least one positive expectation
PosExp, or in AbducibleLiteral in the body. 4
For example, the clause:
p ← EN(X), X < 10
is not restriction allowed, because it contains a variable X that is universally quantified with scope the Body, and that is also in a quantifier restriction. Similarly, the
clause:
p ← a(Y ), Y < 10
4

Def. 3.10 is needed for a correct handling of defined predicates literals in the integrity constraints. In fact, it turns out that unfolding a clause which is not restriction allowed could generate
an integrity constraint which is not restriction allowed (see Def. 3.14). This will be clearer when
we present the operational semantics in Sect. 5.
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is not restriction allowed, because it contains an existentially quantified variable Y ,
with scope the Body, which does not appear in any PosExp literal (E) in the Body.
3.2.2

Goal

Thanks to the abductive interpretation, goal-directed societies are possible in the
SCIFF framework; non-goal directed societies are also supported, by considering
the atom true as goal.
The syntax of the goal is the same as the body of a clause (Tab. 3.2). In order
to avoid floundering, variables in the goal cannot occur only in NbfLiteras. The
quantification rules are the following:
• All variables that occur in an ExistLiteral are existentially quantified.
• All remaining variables are universally quantified.
Note that these rules are equivalent to those of the variables in the body of a clause
(Sect. 3.2.1), considering that ∀X.(H ← B) is equivalent to H ← (∃X.B) when X
does not occur in H.
3.2.3

Integrity Constraints

Integrity Constraints (also ICs, for short, in the following) are implications that,
operationally, are used as forward rules, as will be explained in Sect. 5. Declaratively, they relate the various entities in the SCIFF framework, i.e., expectations,
events, abducibles, and constraints/restrictions, together with the predicates in the
knowledge base. The syntax of ICs is given in Tab. 3.3: the Body of ICs can contain
Table 3.3 Syntax of Integrity Constraints (ICs)
IC
IC
Body
BodyLiteral
Head
HeadDisjunct

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

[IC]⋆
Body → Head
(EventLiteral | ExpLiteral | AbducibleLiteral) [ ∧ BodyLiteral ]⋆
EventLiteral | ExtLiteral
HeadDisjunct [ ∨ HeadDisjunct ]⋆ | false
ExtLiteral [ ∧ ExtLiteral]⋆

conjunctions of all elements in the language (namely, H, E, and EN literals, definite and abducible literals and restrictions), and their Head contains a disjunction
of conjunctions of all the literals in the language, except for H literals.
Let us now consider an interaction protocol taken from the MAS literature:
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Table 3.4 Integrity Constraints and Knowledge Base for the query ref specification.
H(tell(A, B, query ref(Info), D), T) ∧
qr deadline(TD)
→ E(tell(B, A, inform(Info, Answer), D), T1) ∧
T1 < T + TD
∨ E(tell(B, A, refuse(Info), D), T1) ∧
T1 < T + TD
H(tell(A, B, inform(Info, Answer), D), Ti)
→ EN(tell(A, B, refuse(Info), D), Tr)
qr deadline(10).

Example 3.11 Tab. 3.4 shows the ICs for the query ref [50] specification.
Intuitively, the first IC means that if agent A sends to agent B a query ref
message, then B is expected to reply with either an inform or a refuse message by
T D time units later, where T D is defined in the Knowledge Base by the qr deadline
predicate.
The second IC means that, if an agent A sends an inform message, then it is
expected not to send a refuse message about the same Info, to the same agent B and
in the context of the same interaction D at any time.
Variable quantification and scope All variables in an integrity constraint should
occur in an EventLiteral, ExpLiteral, or AbducibleAtom. The rules of scope and quantification for the variables in an integrity constraint Body → Head are as follows:
1. Each variable that occurs both in Body and in Head is quantified universally,
with scope the integrity constraint.
2. Each variable that occurs only in Head cannot occur only in NbfLiterals and
• if it occurs in at least one ExistLiteral is existentially quantified and has
as scope the disjunct where it occurs;
• otherwise it is quantified universally.
3. Each variable that occurs only in Body is quantified with scope Body as follows:
(a) existentially if it occurs in at least one ExistLiteral or Event;
(b) universally, otherwise.
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The given quantification rules let the user write integrity constraints without explicitly stating the quantification of the variables, and typically capture the intuitive
meaning of the rules in protocols. Let us show it with an example.
Example 3.12 Consider the following example:
H(p(X, Y )), not H(q(Z, X)) → E(r(X, K)), EN(f (Y, J))
Variables X and Y occur both in the body and in the head. Coherently with the
literature in abduction, they will be universally quantified with scope the whole IC.
Variables K and J occur only in the Head. The quantification rules for those
variables are the same as for the Goal (see Sect. 3.2.2), i.e., existential for K and
universal for J.
Finally, ¬H(q(Z, X)) means that, if no event happens matching q(Z, X), then
the IC’s head should be true. For instance, if the set of happened events is
H(p(2, 1)), H(q(3, 2))
it is quite natural to understand the Body as false (the second event makes not H(q(Z, X))
false). So, the existence of one atom (H(q(3, 2)) in the example) is enough for making not H(q(Z, X)) false. This means that the IC should be read as “if H(p(X, Y ))
and for all values Z, H(q(Z, X)) is false, the Head must hold”. Variable Z should
be quantified as follows:
[∀Z . . . , not H(q(Z, X))] → . . .
thus, the quantification rules give the quantification
∀X, Y ∃Z, K∀J. H(p(X, Y )), not H(q(Z, X)) → E(r(X, K)), EN(f (Y, J))
Allowedness conditions As in the case of the Knowledge Base syntax, the following syntactic restrictions are motivated by the operational semantics, and will
be supposed to hold throughout the paper.
A variable cannot occur in an IC only in NbfLiterals. If it does occur in a literal
with negation by failure, it necessarily has to appear in the same IC also in at least
another literal within predicate symbol H, E, EN, or an abducible atom.
Since variables in positive expectations are existentially quantified, integrity constraints should not entail universally quantified positive expectations. For example,
not H(p(A)) → E(q(A))
would entail in an empty history that ∀A.E(q(A)). We avoid such situations with
the following allowedness condition.
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Definition 3.13 An Integrity Constraint Body → Head is quantifier allowed if
• each variable that occurs in an ExistLiteral in Head either does not occur in
Body, or it occurs in the Body in at least one Event or in a PosExpLiteral, or
in an AbducibleAtom;
• each variable that occurs in a NbfLiteral in Body also occurs in at least one
Event or PosExpLiteral or in an AbducibleAtom in Body5 .
Definition 3.14 An integrity constraint is restriction allowed if
• all the variables that are universally quantified with scope Body do not occur
in Restrictions;
• the other variables (that occur only in Head, or both in Head and in Body) can
occur in Restrictions. Each Restriction occurring in the integrity constraint
should:
– either involve only variables that also occur in PosExpLiterals, Events or
AbducibleAtom (in the same disjunct, or in the body),
– or involve one variable that also occurs in at least one NegExpLiteral, and
possibly other variables which only occur in Events.
3.2.4

Abductive Specification

Given a Knowledge Base KB and a set IC of Integrity Constraints, we call the pair
hKB, ICi an Abductive Specification. We will often use the symbol S to denote an
abductive specification.
Definition 3.15 An abductive specification S = hKB, ICi is quantifier allowed if
all the integrity constraints in IC are quantifier allowed. S is restriction allowed if
all the clauses in KB and all the integrity constraints in IC are restriction allowed.
S is allowed if it is quantifier allowed and restriction allowed, and KB is allowed.
As a recap on allowedness conditions, we have the following table. For all the
three syntactic elements (Clauses, Goal, and ICs), variables cannot occur only in
NbfLiterals. Besides, the following conditions must hold in order for Clauses/ICs to
be restriction-/quantifier-allowed:
5

This rule descends from the previous one, considering that not(A), B → C is equivalent to
C → A ∨ B.
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Clause
is restrictionallowed

if QRs only appear on vars
in ∃ abducibles

is quantifierallowed

always

4

Integrity Constraint
if no QR appears in ∀ vars with
scope Body
and QRs do not involve more
than one ∀ var
if ExistLiterals in Head do not
contain vars that occur in the
Body only in not H, [¬]EN
and all vars of NbfLiterals in
Body also occur in other H,
[¬]E, or abducibles in Body

Declarative Semantics

In the following, we describe the (abductive) declarative semantics of the SCIFF
framework, which is inspired by other abductive frameworks, but introduces the
concept of fulfilment, used to express a correspondence between the expected and
the actual observations. The declarative semantics of a social specification is given
for each specific history (see Sect. 3.1). We call a specification grounded on a history
an instance of the society.
Definition 4.1 Given an abductive specification S = hKB, ICi and a history HAP,
SHAP represents the pair hS, HAPi, called the HAP-instance of S (or simply an
instance of S).
In this way, SHAPi , SHAPf will denote different instances of the same abductive
specification S, based on two different histories: HAPi and HAPf .
We adopt an abductive semantics for the society instance. The abductive computation produces a set ∆ of hypotheses, which is partitioned in a set ∆A of general
hypotheses and a set EXP of expectations. The set of abduced literals should entail
the goal and satisfy the integrity constraints.
Definition 4.2 Given an abductive specification S = hKB, ICi, an instance SHAP
of S, and a goal G, ∆is an abductive explanation of SHAP if:
Comp(KB ∪ HAP ∪ ∆) ∪ CET ∪ TX |= IC

(5)

Comp(KB ∪ ∆) ∪ CET ∪ TX |= G

(6)

where Comp represents the completion of a theory, CET is Clark’s Equational
Theory [31], and TX is the theory of constraints [61].
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The symbol |= can be interpreted in two or in three valued logics, depending on the
type of application we are envisaging, and on the situation.
We also require consistency with respect to explicit negation [20] and between
positive and negative expectations.
Definition 4.3 A set EXP of expectations is ¬-consistent if and only if for each
(ground) term p:
{E(p), ¬E(p)} 6⊆ EXP

and

{EN(p), ¬EN(p)} 6⊆ EXP.

(7)

Definition 4.4 A set EXP of expectations is E-consistent if and only if for each
(ground) term p:
{E(p), EN(p)} 6⊆ EXP

(8)

The following definition establishes a link between happened events and expectations, by requiring positive expectations to be matched by events, and negative
expectations not to be matched by events.
Definition 4.5 Given a history HAP, a set EXP of expectations is HAP-fulfilled
if and only if
∀E(p) ∈ EXP ⇒ H(p) ∈ HAP

∀EN(p) ∈ EXP ⇒ H(p) 6∈ HAP

(9)

Otherwise, EXP is HAP-violated.
When all the given conditions (5-9) are met, we say that the goal is achieved and
HAP is compliant to SHAP with respect to G, and we write SHAP |=∆ G.
In the remainder of this article, when we simply say that a history HAP is
compliant to an abductive specification S, we will mean that HAP is compliant to
S with respect to the goal true. We will often say that a history HAP violates a
specification S to mean that HAP is not compliant to S. When HAP is apparent
from the context, we will often omit mentioning it.
Example 4.6 Consider the query ref abductive specification S = hKB, ICi, where
KB and IC are defined in Tab. 3.4. The history
{H(tell(alice, bob, query ref(phone number), dialog id), 10),
H(tell(bob, alice, inform(phone number, 5551234), dialog id), 12)}
is compliant to S.
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(10)

The SCIFF proof procedure

5

The operational semantics of SCIFF is given by an abductive proof procedure.
Since the language and declarative semantics of the SCIFF framework are closely
related with the IFF abductive framework [56], the SCIFF proof procedure has
also been inspired by the IFF proof procedure. However, some modifications were
necessary, as mentioned in the introductory sections of this article. As a result,
SCIFF is a substantial extension of IFF, and the main differences between the
frameworks are, in a nutshell:
• SCIFF supports the dynamical happening of events, i.e., the insertion of new
facts in the knowledge base during the computation;
• SCIFF supports universally quantified variables in abducibles;
• SCIFF supports quantifier restrictions;
• SCIFF supports the concepts of fulfilment and violation (see Def. 4.5).

5.1

Data Structures

The SCIFF proof procedure is based on a rewriting system transforming one node
to another (or to others). In this way, starting from an initial node, it defines a
proof tree.
A node can be either the special node false, or defined by the following tuple
T ≡ hR, CS, P SIC, ∆A, ∆P , HAP, ∆F , ∆V i.

(11)

We partition the set of expectations EXP into the confirmed (∆F ), disconfirmed
(∆V ), and pending (∆P ) expectations. The other elements are:
• R is the resolvent: a conjunction, whose conjuncts can be literals or disjunctions of conjunctions of literals
• CS is the constraint store: it contains CLP constraints and quantifier restrictions
• P SIC is a set of implications, called partially solved integrity constraints
• ∆A is the set of general abduced hypotheses (the set of abduced literals, except
those representing expectations)
• HAP is the history of happened events, represented by a set of events, plus a
open/closed attribute (see transition closure in the following)
If one of the elements of the tuple is false, then the whole tuple is the special node
false, which cannot have successors. In the following, we indicate with ∆ the set
∆A ∪ ∆P ∪ ∆F ∪ ∆V .
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5.1.1

Initial Node and Success

A derivation D is a sequence of nodes
T0 → T1 → · · · → Tn−1 → Tn .
Given a goal G, a set of social integrity constraints IC, and an initial history
HAPi , we build the first node in the following way:
T0 ≡ h{G}, ∅, IC, ∅, ∅, HAPi , ∅, ∅i
i.e., the resolvent R is initially the query (R0 = {G}) and the set of partially solved
integrity constraints P SIC is the set of integrity constraints (P SIC0 = IC).
The other nodes Tj , j > 0, are obtained by applying the transitions that we will
define in the next section, until no further transition can be applied (we call this
last condition quiescence).
Definition 5.1 Given an instance SHAPi of a social specification S = hKB, ICi
and a set HAPf ⊇ HAPi there exists a successful derivation for a goal G iff the
proof tree with root node h{G}, ∅, IC, ∅, ∅, HAPi , ∅, ∅i has at least one leaf node
h∅, CS, P SIC, ∆A, ∆P , HAPf , ∆F , ∅i
where CS is consistent, and ∆P contains only negations of expectations ¬E and
¬EN. In such a case, we write:
f

SHAPi ⊢HAP
G.
∆
From a non-failure leaf node N , answers can be extracted in a very similar way to the
IFF proof procedure. Answers of the SCIFF proof procedure are called expectation
answers. To compute an expectation answer, a substitution σ ′ is computed such
that
• σ ′ replaces all variables in N that are not universally quantified by a ground
term
• σ ′ satisfies all the constraints in the store CSN .
If the constraint solver is (theory) complete [61] (i.e., for each set of constraints c,
the solver always returns true or false, and never unknown), then there will always
exist a substitution σ ′ for each non-failure leaf node N . Otherwise, if the solver
is incomplete, σ ′ may not exist. The non-existence of σ ′ is discovered during the
answer extraction phase. In such a case, the node N will be marked as a failure
node, and another success node can be selected (if there is one).
Definition 5.2 Let σ = σ ′ |vars(G) be the restriction of σ ′ to the variables occurring
in the initial goal G. Let ∆N = (∆F N ∪ ∆P N ∪ ∆AN )σ ′ . The pair (∆N , σ) is the
expectation answer obtained from the node N .
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5.2
5.2.1

Variables
Quantification

Concerning variable quantification, SCIFF differs from IFF in the following aspects:
• in IFF, all the variables that occur in the resolvent or in abduced literals
are existentially quantified, while the others (that occur only in implications)
are universally quantified; in SCIFF, variables that occur in the resolvent or
in abducibles can be universally quantified (as EN expectations can contain
universally quantified variables);
• in IFF, variables in an implication are existentially quantified if they also occur
in an abducible or in the resolvent, while in SCIFF variables in implications
can be existentially quantified even if they do not occur elsewhere (see Example 3.12).
For these reasons, in the SCIFF proof procedure the quantification of variables is
explicit.
5.2.2

Scope

The scope of the variables differs depending on where they occur:
• if they occur in the resolvent or in abducibles, their scope is the whole tuple
representing the node (see Sect. 5.1);
• otherwise they occur in an implication; their scope, in such a case, is the
implication in which they occur.
In the first case, we say that the variable is flagged. In the following, when we want
to make explicit the fact that a variable X is flagged (when it is not clear from the
context), it will be indicated with X̂, while if we want to highlight that it is not
flagged, it will be indicated with X̌.
Copy of a formula Since the SCIFF syntax allows for abducibles with both
existentially and universally quantified variables, the classical concept of renaming
of a formula should be extended. Intuitively, universally quantified variables are
renamed, in a sense, doubling the original formula, while existentially quantified
variables are not. Let us call this operation copy of the formula.
When making a copy of a formula, we keep into account the scope of the variables
it contains by means of their flagging status, as follows.
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Definition 5.3 Given a formula F , we call copy of F a formula F ′ where the
universally quantified variables and the non flagged variables are renamed. We write
F ′ = copy(F ).
For example,
∃Ŷ ∀X̂ ′ >50 ∀Ž ′ E(p(Ŷ )) ∧ EN(q(X̂ ′ , Ŷ )) ∧ [EN(r(Ŷ , Ž ′ )) → ∃Ǩ ′ E(p(Ǩ ′ ))]
is a copy of the formula:
∃Ŷ ∀X̂>50 ∀Ž E(p(Ŷ )) ∧ EN(q(X̂, Ŷ )) ∧ [EN(r(Ŷ , Ž)) → ∃Ǩ E(p(Ǩ))]
Notice that, by Definition 5.3, if F contains only flagged existentially quantified
variables, then copy(F ) ≡ F (so, for instance, the selected literal of SLD resolution
would not be renamed, as in SLD resolution), while a universally quantified formula
would be renamed (for instance, a clause would be renamed, as in SLD resolution).
Intuitively, by copying a formula we obtain a new fresh copy (unrelated to previous ones) of universally quantified variables and non flagged variables.

5.3

Transitions

The transitions are based on those of the IFF proof procedure, enlarged with those
of CLP [60], and with specific transitions accommodating the concepts of fulfilment,
dynamically growing history and consistency of the set of expectations with respect
to the given definitions (Defs. 4.3, 4.4 and 4.2).
5.3.1

IFF-like transitions

The IFF proof-procedure The IFF is based on rewriting. It starts with a
formula (that replaces the concept of resolvent in logic programming) built as a
conjunction of the initial query and the ICs. Then it repeatedly applies one of its
inference rules. By such rules, each node is always translated into a (disjunction of)
conjunctions of atoms and implications; e.g., it can look like:
(A1 ∧ A2 ∧ [A3 ← B1 ∧ B2 ] ∧ [A4 ← B3 ∧ B4 ])
∨ (Ai ∧ Aj ∧ Ak ∧ [Az ← By ] ∧ [f alse ← B5 ])
The atoms have a similar meaning to those in the resolvent in LP, while the
implications are (partially solved) integrity constraints.
Given a formula, its variables’ quantification is defined by the following rules:
• if a variable is in the initial query, then it is free;
• else if it occurs in an atom, it is existentially quantified;
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•

else (it occurs only in implications) it is universally quantified.

A negated atom not A is rewritten as f alse ← A. Notice that this does not change
the existential quantification of the atom because of the allowedness condition. A
variable can occur in a negated atom only if it also occurs in a positive atom. A
variable is universally quantified only if it occurs only in implications. Thus, if an
implication f alse ← A was generated by the transformation of a negated atom
not A, the variables in A necessarily occur also in a positive atom, and must be
considered existentially quantified.
The inference rules which IFF is based on are:
Unfolding: replaces resolution;
Propagation: propagates ICs;
Splitting: distributes conjunctions and disjunctions, making the final formula
in a sum-of-products form;
Case analysis: if the body of an IC contains X = t, case analysis nondeterministically tries X = t or X 6= t,
Factoring: tries to reuse a previously made hypothesis;
Rewrite rules for equality: use the inferences in the Clark Equality Theory;
Logical simplifications: try to simplify a formula through equivalences like
A ∧ f alse ↔ f alse, [A ← true] ↔ true, etc.
In the following, we will show how these IFF transitions are adapted for the
purposes of SCIFF.
Unfolding Is adapted from the IFF proof-procedure.
Let Li be the selected literal in the resolvent Rk = L1 , . . . , Lr . Suppose that
Li is a predicate defined in the KB of the social specification. Unfolding generates
a child node for each of the definitions of Li ; in each node, Li is replaced with its
definition.
More formally, if H1 ← B1 , . . . , Hn ← Bn are the clauses in the KB such that
H1 , . . . , Hn unify with Li , unfolding generates n nodes. In the j-th node:
• first, a copy with fresh new variables of the clause is obtained Hj′ ← Bj′ =
copy(Hj ← Bj );
• then, all the variables in Bj′ (that do not occur in the head) are flagged;
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• the constraints of unification are added to the constraint store CSk+1 = CSk ∪
{Hj′ = Li } (where Hj′ = Li is a shorthand for the conjunction of equations
between corresponding arguments of Hj′ and Li );
• Bj′ is substituted to Li in the new resolvent, i.e.,
Rk+1 = L1 , . . . , Li−1 , Bj′ , Li+1 , . . . , Lr .
Moreover, as in the IFF proof procedure, unfolding is also applied to a defined
atom in the body of an implication. In this case, only one child node is generated,
which contains a new implication for each definition of the atom.
Formally, if
P SICk = {Atom, BodyIC → HeadIC} ∪ P SIC ′ ,
unfolding replaces Atom with all its definitions; i.e., if the clauses H1 ← B1 , . . . ,
Hn ← Bn belong to the KB and H1 , . . . , Hn unify with Atom,
P SICk+1 = {B1 , BodyIC 1 → HeadIC 1 ,
...,
Bn , BodyIC n → HeadIC n } ∪ P SIC ′
CSk+1 = CSk ∪ {B1 = Atom, . . . , Bn = Atom}
where, for all i, BodyIC i → HeadIC i is a copy of BodyIC → HeadIC.
Abduction Since the SCIFF proof procedure (differently from the IFF) keeps the
set of abducibles separate from the resolvent, a transition has been introduced for
abduction which, intuitively, moves an abducible from the resolvent to the set of
abduced atoms.
More precisely:
• if Rk = L1 , . . . , Lr , and the selected literal Li is of type E, EN, ¬E, or ¬EN,
then Rk+1 = L1 , . . . , Li−1 , Li+1 , . . . , Lr and ∆P k+1 ≡ ∆P k ∪ {Li }.
• otherwise, if the selected literal Li is an abducible then Rk+1 = L1 , . . . , Li−1 ,
Li+1 , . . . , Lr and ∆Ak+1 ≡ ∆Ak ∪ {Li }.
Propagation Let L1 , . . . , Ln → H1 ∨ · · · ∨ Hj be an implication belonging to the
set P SICk , and let A be a literal that unifies with Li in the body, such that A is
• either an event belonging to HAPk (in which case A is an H event),
• or an abducible belonging to ∆k ,
then, Propagation produces a new node Nk+1 :
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• P SICk+1 = P SICk ∪ {A′ = L′i , L′1 , . . . , L′i−1 , L′i+1 . . . , L′n → H1′ ∨ · · · ∨ Hj′ },
where (L′1 , . . . , L′n → H1′ ∨ · · · ∨ Hj′ ) = copy(L1 , . . . , Ln → H1 ∨ · · · ∨ Hj ), and
= copy(A).
The equality in the body of the implication will be handled by transition case
analysis.
A′

Splitting

Given a node with

• Rk = L1 , . . . , Li−1 , (Li ∨ Li+1 ), Li+2 , . . . , Lr
splitting produces two nodes, N 1 and N 2 such that in node N 1
1
• Rk+1
= L1 , . . . , Li , Li+2 . . . , Lr

and in node N 2
2
• Rk+1
= L1 , . . . , Li−1 , , Li+1 , . . . , Lr

In the SCIFF proof procedure, disjunctions may appear also in the constraint store.
Depending on the type of underlying Constraint Solver, clever reasoning can be
possible. For instance, when using a CLP(FD) solver, constructive disjunction [99]
or the cardinality operator [98] can be used to handle disjunctions of constraints.
If the adopted constraint solver does not provide such facilities, splitting can be
applied also to disjunctions in the store. In such a case, given a node with
• CSk = C1 , . . . , Ci−1 , (Ci ∨ Ci+1 ), Ci+2 , . . . , Cr
splitting produces two nodes, N 1 and N 2 such that in node N 1
1
• CSk+1
= C1 , . . . , Ci−1 , Ci , Ci+2 , . . . , Cr

and in node N 2
2
• CSk+1
= C1 , . . . , Ci−1 , Ci+1 , Ci+2 , . . . , Cr .

Case Analysis Given a node with an implication
P SICk = P SIC ′ ∪ {A = B, L1 , . . . , Ln → H1 ∨ · · · ∨ Hj }
the node is replaced by two identical nodes, except for the following.
In Node 1 we hypothesise that the equality A = B holds:
1
= P SIC ′ ∪ {L1 , . . . , Ln → H1 ∨ · · · ∨ Hj }
• P SICk+1
1
= CSk ∪ {A = B}
• CSk+1
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In Node 2, we hypothesise the opposite:
2
• P SICk+1
= P SIC ′
2
• CSk+1
= CSk ∪ {A 6= B}

Since our proof procedure also needs to deal with constraints in the body, we also
extend case analysis to the following situation: Given a node with an implication
P SICk = P SIC ′ ∪ {c, L1 , . . . , Ln → H1 ∨ · · · ∨ Hj }
where c is a constraint, if all the variables in vars(c) are flagged, then case analysis
can be applied. Notice that if a variable is flagged then it occurs in some abduced
literal or in the resolvent.
If all the variables in vars(c) are existentially quantified, then case analysis
generates two nodes.
Node 1:
1
• P SICk+1
= P SIC ′ ∪ {L1 , . . . , Ln → H1 ∨ · · · ∨ Hj }
1
• CSk+1
= CSk ∪ {c}

Node 2:
2
• P SICk+1
= P SIC ′
2
• CSk+1
= CSk ∪ {not c}

If all the variables in vars(c) are universally quantified, then only one node is
generated, in which the quantifier restriction ∀X∈vars(c):c is added to the constraint
store, and
• P SICk+1 = P SIC ′ ∪ {L1 , . . . , Ln → H1 ∨ · · · ∨ Hj }
For example,
∀Ŷ P SICk = {Ŷ > 0 → EN(q(Ŷ ))}
becomes
∀Ŷ >0 P SICk+1 = {true → EN(q(Ŷ ))}
that will result in (see transitions logical equivalence and abduction):
∀Ŷ >0 ∆P k+i = {EN(q(Ŷ ))}.
If vars(c) contain both universally and existentially quantified variables, case
analysis will not be applied. However, we make the hypothesis that the social
specification is Constraint Allowed (Definition 3.15), so this case is forbidden by the
syntax.
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Factoring In the IFF proof procedure, transition factoring separates answers in
which abducible atoms are merged from answers in which they are distinct. It is
important for keeping the set of assumptions small (ideally, minimal). It generates
two nodes: in one node two hypotheses unify, in the other one a constraint is imposed
in order to avoid the unification of the hypotheses.
In the SCIFF proof procedure, abducibles can contain universally quantified
variables; it is not reasonable to unify atoms with universally quantified variables,
because we would lose some of the information given by the abduced atoms.
Example 5.4 Suppose that the set of expectations, in a node Nk , is:
∀X̂, Ŷ ∆P k = {EN(p(1, X̂)), EN(p(Ŷ , 2))}.
By unifying the two hypotheses, we would obtain
∆P k+1 = {EN(p(1, 2))}
which has a different meaning from the union of the two previous hypotheses: now,
e.g., p(1, 7) is no longer expected not to happen.
For this reason, we apply factoring only if the two atoms only contain existentially
quantified variables. Notice that this coincides with the factoring transition of the
IFF proof procedure.
Factoring can be applied in a node Nk , in which:
• ∆k ⊇ {A1 , A2 }
where A1 and A2 are (abducible) atoms in which all the variables are existentially
quantified (and, of course, flagged). Factoring generates two children nodes, N 1 and
N 2 . In N 1 :
1
• CSk+1
= CSk ∪ {A1 = A2 }

and in N 2 :
1
• CSk+1
= CSk ∪ {A1 6= A2 }

Equivalence Rewriting The equivalence rewriting operations are delegated to
the constraint solver. Note that a constraint solver works on a constraint domain
which has an associated interpretation. In addition, the constraint solver should
handle the constraints among terms derived from unification. Therefore, beside
the specific constraint propagation on the constraint domain, we assume that the
constraint solver is equipped with further inference rules for coping with unification.
In other words we will suppose that:
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• the constraint theory contains rules for the equality constraint
• the constraint solver contains the same rules for equality that are in the IFF
proof procedure, i.e., the function infer(CS) (see Sect. 5.3.5) performs the
following substitutions in the constraint store:
1. Replaces f (t1 , . . . , tj ) = f (s1 , . . . , sj ) with t1 = s1 ∧ · · · ∧ tj = sj .
2. Replaces f (t1 , . . . , tj ) = g(s1 , . . . , sl ) with f alse whenever f and g are
distinct or j 6= l.
3. Replaces t = t with true for every term t.
4. Replaces X = t by f alse whenever t is a term containing X.
5. (a) Replaces t = X with X = t if X is a variable and t is not
(b) Replaces Y = X with X = Y whenever X is a universally quantified
variable and Y is not.
6. (a) If X = t ∈ CSk , applies the substitution X/t to the entire node.
Moreover, we also have to consider that our language is more expressive than
that of the IFF proof-procedure, as we can abduce atoms with universally quantified
variables. For this reason, we introduced flagged variables, and we need to deal with
them in the theory of unification. We add the following rules:
5’. If X̌ = t ∈ CSk , X̌ is existentially quantified and not flagged, then replace
X = t with false.
5”. If X = Y̌ ∈ CSk , Y̌ is an existentially quantified, not flagged variable, and X
is existentially quantified or it has some (non trivially true) quantifier restrictions, then replace X = Y̌ with false.
Thus, an existentially quantified variable which is not flagged, unifies only with
universally quantified variables that do not have quantifier restrictions.
Logical Equivalence

The rule
“true → A is equivalent to A”

of the IFF proof procedure is translated as follows. If P SICk = P SIC ′ ∪{true → A},
we generate a new node such that:
• P SICk+1 = P SIC ′
• Rk+1 = Rk , A′
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where A′ is obtained from A by flagging all the variables that were not already
flagged.
We also have the following rules, as in the IFF proof procedure:
A ∧ f alse
A ∨ f alse
A ∧ true
A ∨ true
f alse → A
not A
not A, B → C

↔
↔
↔
↔
↔
↔
↔

f alse
A
A
true
true
A → f alse
B →A∨C

The last two rules are used only when applied to negation by failure of abducibles
and definite predicates; they are not applied to not H literals (see transition nonhappening, Sect. 5.3.2). For what concerns the negation of atoms E or EN, they
are dealt with through explicit negation, i.e., for a negative literal ¬E we have an
abducible (positive) literal nonE that cannot be true together with the corresponding literal E (see rules in Sect. 5.3.4), and symmetrically, the negative literal ¬EN
is represented by an abducible nonEN.
5.3.2

Dynamically growing history

A set of transitions deals with a dynamically growing history HAP. The transitions
are used to reason upon the happening (or non-happening) of events.
Closure In order to reason about non-happening of events, we adopt Closed World
Assumption (CWA, [79]) on the set of currently happened events. Of course, this
assumption is not acceptable if other events will happen in the future. For this
reason, we non-deterministically assume that no other event will happen, i.e., we
generate two child nodes. In the first we assume that no other events will happen,
in the second that there will be other events. The open/closed attribute of the
history (see Sect. 5.1) records if closed world is assumed on the happening of events.
Transition Closure is only applicable when no other transition is applicable. In
other words, it is only applicable at the quiescence of the set of the other transitions.
Given a state where:
• closed(HAPk ) = false
in which no other transition is applicable, transition Closure produces two nodes.
Node N 1 is the following:
• closed(HAPk ) = true
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and node N 2 is identical to its father. In order to avoid infinite loops, transition
Closure cannot be again applied to (descendants of) the node N 2 before a Happening
transition has been applied.
Happening of Events The happening of events is handled by a transition Happening. This transition takes an event H(Event) from an external queue and puts
it in the history HAP; the transition Happening is applicable only if an Event such
that H(Event) 6∈ HAP is in the external queue.
Given a state in which
• closed(HAPk ) = false
the transition Happening produces a single successor node, where:
HAPk+1 = HAPk ∪ {H(Event)}.
Otherwise, given a state in which
• closed(HAPk ) = true
the transition Happening produces a single successor
false.
This means that a previously made CWA was wrong: we had assumed that no more
events would have happened, but a new event has instead happened.
Non-happening The Non-happening transition can be considered an application
of constructive negation. Constructive negation is a powerful inference that is particularly well suited in CLP [95].
Rule non-happening applies when the history is closed and a literal not H is in
the body of a PSIC.
Given a node where:
• P SICk = {not H(E1 ), L2 , . . . , Ln → H1 ∨ · · · ∨ Hm } ∪ P SIC ′
• closed(HAPk ) = true
non-happening produces a new node. Intuitively, we hypothesise that all the events
matching with E1 that are not in the history, do not happen at all.
The child node is produced as follows; we first give the intuition, then formalise
the definition. We hypothesise that every event that would be able to match with E1 ,
and is not in the current history, will not happen. This can be seen as abducing an
atom nonH(E1′ ) where all the variables are substituted with universally quantified
variables. We impose that the hypothesis holds in all cases except those already in
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the HAPk ; we can state this by means of the quantifier restrictions, i.e., we impose
that the hypothesis nonH(E1′ ) does not unify with any of the happened events. This
is equivalent to imposing a conjunction (for all the events in the history that match
with E1′ ) of a disjunction (for all the variables appearing in E1′ ) of non unification
restrictions (written 6=).
Let E1′ be a renaming of E1 (i.e., all the variables in E1 are substituted with fresh
new variables). Let all the new variables in E1′ be universally quantified and flagged.
For each variable Xj ∈ vars(E1 ), let ren(Xj ) be the corresponding, renamed variable
in vars(E1′ ). For all atoms H(E) ∈ HAPk that unify with H(E1′ ), we impose the
quantifier restrictions on the variables in E1′ given by the following disjunction:


_
^

ren(Xj ) 6= tj 
H(E) ∈ HAPk
s.t.unif ies(E, E1′ )

Xj ∈vars(E1 )

where tj is the term in E corresponding to Xj in E1 .
The child node, k + 1, is then defined by:
• P SICk+1 = {E1 = E1′ , L2 , . . . , Ln → H1 ∨ · · · ∨ Hm } ∪ P SIC ′
Example 5.5
ˇ → EN(tell(B̌, Ǎ, accept(I)))
ˇ
¬H(tell(Ǎ, B̌, propose(I)))

(12)

Suppose that the history contains H(tell(yves, thomas, propose(nail))). The
condition in the body of the IC (12) is true, thus the IC triggers and the head is
evaluated.
HAPk = {H(tell(yves, thomas, propose(nail)))}
∀Â′ 6=yves∨B̂ ′ 6=thomas∨Iˆ′ 6=nail ∆P k+1 = {EN(tell(B̂ ′ , Â′ , accept(Iˆ′ )))}
The last node states, correctly, that all events matching with H(tell(B̂ ′ , Â′ , accept(Iˆ′ )))
are forbidden, except H(tell(thomas, yves, accept(nail)))
5.3.3

Fulfilment and Violation

They are a group of transitions that nondeterministically try and match expectations
with events. In general, these transitions generate two child nodes: in one we assume
that one expectation and one event match, while in the other we assume they will
not match.
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Violation EN

Given a node N with the following situation:

• ∆P k = ∆P ′ ∪ {EN(E1 )}
• HAPk = HAP′ ∪ {H(E2 )}
violation EN produces two nodes N 1 and N 2 , where N 1 is as follows:
• ∆V 1k+1 = ∆V k ∪ {EN(E1 )}
1
• CSk+1
= CSk ∪ {E1 = E2 }

and N 2 is as follows:
• ∆V 2k+1 = ∆V k
2
• CSk+1
= CSk ∪ {E1 6= E2 }

Example 5.6 Suppose that HAPk = {H(p(1, 2))} and ∃X̂∀Ŷ ∆P k = {EN(p(X̂, Ŷ ))}.
Violation EN will produce the two following nodes:
∃X̂∀Ŷ ∆P k = {EN(p(X̂, Ŷ ))} HAPk = {H(p(1, 2))}
1
CSk+1
= {X̂ = 1 ∧ Ŷ = 2}
∆V 1k+1 = {EN(p(1, 2))}

2
CSk+1
= {X̂ 6= 1 ∨ Ŷ 6= 2}

CSk+2 = {X̂ 6= 1}
where the last simplification in the right branch is due to the rules of the constraint
solver (see Sect. 5.3.5).
Fulfilment E

Starting from a node N as follows:

• ∆P k = ∆P ′ ∪ {E(Event1 )}
• HAPk = HAP′ ∪ {H(Event2 )}
Fulfilment E builds two nodes, N 1 and N 2 , that are identical to their father except
for the following.
In node N 1 we hypothesise that the expectation and the happened event unify:
• ∆P 1k+1 = ∆P ′
• ∆F 1k+1 = ∆F k ∪ {E(Event1 )}
1
• CSk+1
= CSk ∪ {Event1 = Event2 }

In node N 2 we hypothesise that the two will not unify:
• ∆P 2k+1 = ∆P k
• ∆F 2k+1 = ∆F k
2
• CSk+1
= CSk ∪ {Event1 6= Event2 }
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Violation E Violation of an E expectation can be proven only if there will not
be an event matching the expectation. It is possible when we assume that no other
event will happen; i.e., given a state where
• closed(HAPk ) = true
• ∆P k = ∆P ′ ∪ {E(Event1 )}
transition Violation E creates a successor node in which
• ∆V k+1 = ∆V k ∪ {E(Event1 )}.
• ∆P k+1 = ∆P ′
Note that, since the transition closure can be applied only if no other transition
is applicable, the transition Fulfilment E has been already tried for each event in
the history.
Another case in which violation of an E expectation can be proven is when its
deadline has passed.
Given a node:
1. ∆P k = {E(X, T )} ∪ ∆P ′
2. HAPk = {H(Y, Tc )} ∪ HAP′
3. ∀Event2 : H(Event2 ) ∈ HAP, Event2 does not unify with Event1
4. closed(HAPk ) = f alse
5. CSk |= T < Tc
transition Violation E is applicable and creates the following node:
• ∆P k+1 = ∆P ′
• ∆V k+1 = ∆V k ∪ {E(X, T )}.
Notice that one can avoid the expensive check of unification with all the elements
in the history (condition 3) by choosing a preferred order of application of the
transitions. By applying Violation E only if no other transition is applicable (except,
possibly, for closure), the check (3) can be safely avoided.
Notice that this transition infers the current time from any happened event
(condition 2); i.e., it infers that the current time cannot be less than the time of
another happened event. In particular, there can be an event current time that
happens at every time tick. Of course, it is not necessary to perform the check for
every event in the history; checking the last element in the history is enough.
A brief discussion is worth for the entailment CSk |= T < Tc . The entailment of
constraints from a constraint store is, in general, not easy to verify. In this particular
case, however, we have that:
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• the constraint T < Tc is unary (Tc is always ground), thus a CLP(FD) solver
is able to infer it very easily if the store contains only unary constraints (it is
enough to check the maximum value in the domain of T );
• even if the store contains also non-unary constraints (thus a CLP(FD) solver
performs, in general, incomplete propagation), the transition will not undermine soundness and completeness of the proof procedure. If the solver performs
a powerful propagation, the violation will be detected very early. If the solver
does not perform propagation at all, the violation will be detected later on,
when the history gets closed.
Fulfilment EN Symmetrically to violation E, we can prove fulfilment of EN
expectations. Given a state
• closed(HAPk ) = true
• ∆P k = ∆P ′ ∪ {EN(Event1 )} does not unify with Event1
transition Fulfilment EN creates a successor node in which
• ∆F k+1 = ∆F k ∪ {EN(Event1 )}
• ∆P k+1 = ∆P ′ .
As for transition Violation E, the check of unification with all the atoms in the
history can be avoided by establishing a preferred order of application of the transitions.
5.3.4

Consistency

E-Consistency In order to ensure E-consistency (see Def. 4.4) of the set of expectations, we impose the following integrity constraint:
E(T ) ∧ EN(T ) → false

(13)

Example 5.7 Suppose that (∃X̂)E(p(X̂)) and (∀Ŷ )EN(p(Ŷ )) have been abduced.
By triggering the integrity constraint (13) we have that:
E(Ť ) ∧ EN(Ť ) → false
EN(p(X̂)) → false
X̂ = Ŷ → false
false
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Example 5.8 Suppose that (∃X̂)E(p(X̂)) and (∃Ŷ )EN(p(Ŷ )) have been abduced.
By triggering the integrity constraint (13) we have that:
EN(p(X̂)) → false
E(Ť ) ∧ EN(Ť ) → false
X̂ = Ŷ → false
X̂ = Ŷ
false

X̂ 6= Ŷ
success

¬-Consistency In order to ensure ¬-consistency (see Def. 4.3) of the set of expectations, we impose the following integrity constraints:
E(T ) ∧ ¬E(T ) → false
EN(T ) ∧ ¬EN(T ) → false

(14)

Example 5.9 Suppose that ∆P k = {E(p(X̂)), nonE(p(1))}. The integrity constraint (14) can trigger, and we have that:
E(Ť ) ∧ nonE(Ť ) → false
E(p(1)) → false
X̂ = 1 → false
X̂ = 1
false
5.3.5

X̂ 6= 1
success

CLP

The SCIFF proof-procedure inherits the same transitions of CLP [60]. We suppose
that the symbols = and 6= are in the constraint language and the theory behind them
is, for equality, the one described in Sect. 5.3.1. Concerning 6=, we will again suppose
that it is possible to syntactically distinguish the CLP-interpreted terms and atoms;
the solver will perform some inference on the interpreted terms (typically, depending
on the CLP sort, e.g., by deleting inconsistent values from domains in CLP(FD)),
and will moreover contain the following rules, for uninterpreted terms:
1. Replaces f (t1 , . . . , tj ) 6= f (s1 , . . . , sj ) with t1 6= s1 ∨ · · · ∨ tj 6= sj .
2. Replaces f (t1 , . . . , tj ) 6= g(s1 , . . . , sl ) with true whenever f and g are distinct
or j 6= l.
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3. Replaces t 6= t with f alse for every term t.
4. Replaces X 6= t by true whenever t is a term containing X.
5. (a) Replaces t 6= X with X 6= t if X is a variable and t is not
(b) Replaces Y 6= X with X 6= Y whenever X is a universally quantified
variable and Y is not.
6. (a) Replace A 6= B with f alse if A is a universally quantified variable without
quantifier restrictions (i.e., QR(A) = ∅)
(b) If A is a universally quantified variable with quantifier restrictions QR(A) =
{c1 (A), . . . , cd (A)}, and B is not universally quantified, replace A 6= B
with ¬c1 (B) ∨ · · · ∨ ¬cd (B).6
(c) If A and B are universally quantified, with quantifier restrictions QR(A)
and QR(B) then
• if ¬QR(A) ∩ ¬QR(B) = ∅, replace A 6= B with true.7
• otherwise, replace A 6= B with false.
Note that we do not introduce explicitly a rule for existentially quantified variables.
In this case, we delegate to the specific solver (we do not make assumptions on its
behavior). Some solvers can easily propagate constraints of this type. E.g., given
X 6= 1 a Finite Domain solver can delete the value 1 from the domain of X. If the
second term is not ground, the constraint is typically suspended (thus we do not
have a transition). We will delay the 6= constraint until it can be propagated by the
given rules.
The constraint solver deals also with quantifier restrictions. If a quantifier restriction (due to unification) gets all the variables existentially quantified, then we
replace it with the corresponding constraint. E.g., if in the tuple we have two variables X̂ and Ŷ quantified as follows:
∃Ŷ , ∀X̂6=1 ,
and variable X̂ is unified with Ŷ , we obtain that ∃Ŷ , Ŷ 6= 1 (the quantifier restriction
X̂ 6= 1 becomes a constraint on the variable Ŷ ).
6

Intuitively, A is universally quantified, thus it assumes every possible value except the ones
forbidden by one of the ci . Thus, the only way to satisfy this constraint is to impose that B
assumes one of the values excluded for A.
7
Intuitively, if the values taken by A have no intersection with the values taken by B, then
A 6= B is true.
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Constrain Given a node with
• Rk = L1 , . . . , Lr
and the selected literal, Li is a quantifier restriction, constrain produces a node with
• Rk+1 = L1 , . . . , Li−1 , Li+1 , . . . , Lr
• CSk+1 = CSk ∪ {Li }
Infer Given a node, the transition Infer modifies the constraint store by means of
a function infer(CS). This function is typical of the adopted constraint sort. E.g.,
the function infer in a FD (Finite Domain) sort will typically compute (generalised)
arc-consistency.
• CSk+1 = infer(CSk )
Consistent Given a node, the transition Consistent will check the consistency of
the constraint store (by means of a solver of the domain) and will generate a new
node. The new node can either be a special node fail or a node identical to its
father. Again, this transition is typical of the chosen constraint solver: in CLP(FD),
for example, failures are discovered when a domain is empty.
If consistent(CSk ) then
• Tk+1 = Tk
If ¬consistent(CSk ) then
• Tk+1 = f ail

6

Properties

We give the statements of soundness, completeness and termination of the SCIFF
proof procedure. We provide the sketch of the proofs, while the interested reader
can find the full proofs on publicly available technical reports (for soundness and
termination, see [58]; for completeness, see [57]).

6.1

Termination of SCIFF

Termination is proven, as for SLD resolution [19], for acyclic knowledge bases and
bounded goals and implications. The notion of acyclicity of an abductive logic program is an extension of the corresponding notion given for SLD resolution. Intuitively, for SLD resolution a level mapping must be defined, such that the head of
each clause has a higher level than the body. For the IFF, since it contains integrity
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constraints that are propagated forward, the level mapping should also map atoms
in the body of an IC to higher levels than the atoms in the head; moreover, this
should also hold considering possible unfoldings of literals in the body of an IC
[103]. Similar considerations hold also for SCIFF. We extended the level mapping
for considering also CLP constraints. For definitions of boundedness and acyclicity
for the society Knowledge Bases, the reader can refer to [103].
Theorem 6.1 (Termination of SCIFF) Let G be a query to a society S = hKB, ICi,
where KB, IC and G are acyclic w.r.t. some level mapping, and G and all implications in IC are bounded w.r.t. the level-mapping. Then, every SCIFF derivation
for G for each instance of G is finite, assuming that happening is not applied.
Moreover, under the following conditions:
• the number of happened events is finite
• happening is applied only after the other transitions have reached quiescence
• non-happening has higher priority than other transitions
SCIFF terminates also with dynamically incoming events.
Proof.[sketch]
The proof of termination is given with a generic constraint solver (that must
nevertheless contain the rules for equality and disequality). We first state some
reasonable assumptions on the constraint solver, then we prove that under such
assumptions, substituting equivalence rewriting with constraint solving does not
undermine the proof of termination of the IFF.
We then adapted to our extended language the proof of termination of the IFF
proof procedure [103]. Such a proof affirms that when the history is given initially
(i.e., no happening transition is ever applied), SCIFF terminates.
Finally, we showed that the proof can be extended to the dynamic case. We
assume that the event happening rate is low, i.e., between two happening transitions the SCIFF reaches the quiescence. We divide the derivation in two parts:
an open and a closed part (before and after the application of closure transition).
In the open part, between the happening of two events, SCIFF is applied, and
it terminates. Assuming that the number of happened events is finite, the open
derivation terminates. Closure is applicable only once. After application of closure,
non-happening transitions are applicable. Since the number of not H literals is finite, non-happening will be applied finitely many times. After that, static SCIFF
is applied and it terminates. ¤
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6.2

Soundness of SCIFF

The SCIFF proof-procedure uses a constraint solver, so its soundness depends on
the solver. We proved soundness for a limited solver, containing only the rules for
equality and disequality given in the operational semantics.
Theorem 6.2 (Soundness of SCIFF) Given a society instance SHAPf , if
f

SHAPi ⊢HAP
G
∆
for some HAPi ⊆ HAPf , with expectation answer (∆, σ), then
SHAPf |=∆σ Gσ
Proof.[sketch] The proof of soundness relies on the proof of soundness of the IFF
[55], and on a set of lemmas [58]. Such lemmas draw a correspondence between IFF
and SCIFF, in order to apply the soundness theorem of the IFF.
1. A first lemma maps a correspondence between how disequalities are handled
in IFF and in SCIFF.
2. A second lemma proves that if the set of abducibles of the final node of a
derivation does not contain universally quantified variables, then no universally
quantified abducible has been generated during the derivation.
3. Third, we proved that for each successful derivation starting with an initial
history HAPi and ending in a node containing a final history HAPf , there
exists a successful derivation starting with HAPf and ending in the same node
of the previous derivation. Such a lemma allows us to prove soundness of the
static version of the SCIFF, and derive immediately soundness of the dynamic
version.
4. We then defined the IFF-like rewritten program: the SCIFF knowledge base
can be translated into IFF syntax, by mapping universally quantified abducibles to constant symbols. To the IFF-like rewritten program, the theorem of soundness of the IFF is applicable. We proved that each derivation
in which abduced literals do not contain universally quantified variables has a
correspondent in an IFF derivation.
Thus, each SCIFF derivation that does not abduce literals with universally
quantified variables is sound with respect to the semantics of the IFF. We
proved then that soundness also holds with respect to the SCIFF semantics
(i.e., that the resulting set of expectations is also E- and ¬-consistent and
fulfilled).
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5. Finally, we extended the result to the derivations in which SCIFF abduces
literals containing universally quantified variables. Considering a derivation
D, we build a derivation D′ for a program that contains the literals in the
final node of D as definition of a predicate in the KB. Derivation D′ does
not abduce universally quantified literals (and, thus, it is sound, as shown in
step 4), and terminates in a node that is the same obtained by D.
This proves that SCIFF is sound. ¤

6.3

Completeness of SCIFF

Completeness states that if goal G is achieved under the expectation set EXP, then
a successful derivation can be obtained for G, possibly computing a set EXP′ of the
expectations whose grounding (according to the expectation answer) is a subset of
EXP.
Theorem 6.3 Given a society instance SHAP , a (ground) goal G, for any ground
set ∆ such that SHAP |=∆ G then ∃∆′ such that S∅ ⊢HAP
G with an expectation
∆′
answer (∆′ , σ) such that ∆′ σ ⊆ ∆.
Proof.[sketch] Completeness is currently proven for a limited set of programs,
namely those without universally quantified variables in the abducibles, and without
¬H literals.
Similarly to the case of soundness, the proof is based on the IFF-like rewritten
program, and on the lemma stating that equality rewriting is equivalent to constraint
solving.
We first proved that for every IFF derivation there exists a SCIFF derivation
reaching the same node, starting from an initial node containing the final history
HAP. Together with soundness results of the IFF, this proves that
SHAP |=∆ G =⇒ SHAP ⊢HAP
G.
∆′
Extending to the dynamic case is trivial: given a derivation D starting from
SHAP , we can build a derivation starting from S∅ by adding happening transitions
before the first node of D. ¤

7

Implementation

In this section, we briefly sketch the current implementation of SCIFF, which consists of a program for SICStus Prolog [90] and, in particular, its CHR [54] library.
Due lack of space, we do not introduce CHR here; the reader can refer to [54] for a
complete introduction.
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The most usual technique for implementing (abductive) proof procedures has
probably been meta-interpretation, which lets the programmer adjust the built-in
search strategy of Prolog to application-specific requirements in a compact (if computationally expensive) way. However, the common understanding of abducible and
constraints suggested by Kowalski et al. [71] paved the way for some authors to
implement abduction in the Constraint Handling Rules language [1, 59, 28], with
advantages in execution time with respect to meta-interpretation. For the SCIFF
implementation, we followed the CHR approach: a CHR-based implementation offers, as a byproduct, the possibility of the seamless integration of a high-level implementation of constraint solvers, which SCIFF needs in order to manage quantifier
restrictions.
In the SCIFF implementation, CHR constraints have been used to implement
most of the data structures. In particular, events (HAP), abducibles (the ∆A, ∆P ,
∆F , ∆V sets, see Sect. 5.1) and integrity constraints (the P SIC set) are represented
as CHR constraints. In this way, many transitions can be implemented as CHR rules.
Handling of constraints is delegated to the CLP constraint solvers.
The SCIFF operational semantics defines the proof tree, but delegates the search
strategy in the tree to the implementation. The current SCIFF implementation
employs a depth-first search strategy of the proof tree. This choice enabled us to
tailor the implementation upon the operational semantics of Prolog: in particular,
the resolvent of the proof (see Sect. 5.1) is represented by the Prolog resolvent, and
thus the Prolog stack is used directly for chronological backtracking.
The inputs to the SCIFF implementation are those defining an instance of an
abductive specification (see Sect. 4), i.e.:
• The Knowledge Base
• the set of ICs;
• the history HAP.
Success and failure of the implementation map directly the corresponding notions
of SCIFF. In particular, the implementation returns success when a state of goal
achievement is found; instead, all the failure conditions, such as inconsistency (both
with respect to E-consistency and ¬-consistency, see Defs. 4.4 and 4.3), inconsistent
constraint store and violation generate a failure, possibly causing backtracking.
The current implementation of the SCIFF proof-procedure is publicly available on the web (lia.deis.unibo.it/research/sciff/). It is at the core of the
SOCS-SI tool [7], whose Graphical User Interface written in Java, shows the state
of the proof (i.e., the components of the tuple in Eq. 11), the derivation tree (with
violated nodes), the agents involved in the interaction (Fig. 1). SOCS-SI is also
equipped with interfaces that make it compatible with a number of agent platforms,
including JADE [23], ProSOCS [24], and tuProlog [40].
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the GUI of the application

8

Sample Applications

In this section, we demonstrate the features of the SCIFF framework by examples
taken from different domains. Our first example is the Abductive Event Calculus
(AEC) [46]. We use AEC to show how SCIFF operates in a classical application
of abductive proof-procedures that has been used by many other authors before
[88, 66, 45]. Then we show an application of SCIFF in the MAS domain. To this
end, we take a protocol defined by the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents
(FIPA),8 one of the main agent standardization bodies, and demonstrate the usage
of SCIFF for the specification of well-known protocols, and for a verification of
compliance that can be done at agent execution time. We show cases of compliance,
violation by uttering a communicative act forbidden by the protocol, and violation
by not respecting a deadline. We conclude by showing a case taken from the domain
of normative systems. In this example, a number of norms dictate the protocol
to be followed in order for a customer to have a telephone line installed. The
purpose of this example is to demonstrate the interaction between E, EN, and
H predicates, CLP constraints and predicates defined in the KB. The protocol
is taken from real life, and the authors have reasons to believe that it would be
difficult to specify it using other protocol definition languages, such as FSM, Petri
nets, or AUML interaction diagrams. The declarative nature of SCIFF makes such
an intricate protocol understandable, modular in its representation, and verifiable,
as our examples of fulfilment and violation show.
8

http://www.fipa.org/.
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8.1

Planning with the Abductive Event Calculus

AEC [46] is a classical application of abductive proof-procedures, and it can be
used for planning in agent systems [67, 74]. In order to understand it we must give
some background. The Event Calculus (EC) [70, 87] is a framework to reason about
properties (called fluents) that may hold in a system inside time intervals. The EC
consists of four ingredients:
1. A set of known causal relations, stating which events initiate or terminate the
validity of a fluent. For example, in the description of a robot in the block
world we can imagine the fluents ontable(X) (block X is on the table) and
holding(X) (the robot holds in its hand the block X). Rules could state that
if the robot is holding the block, then the action of putting a block on the
table initiates the fluent “block X is on the table”:
initiates(putdown(X), ontable(X), T ) ← holdsat(holding(X), T ).
On the contrary, the fluent “block X is on the table” is terminated by the
action of picking X up. Therefore the definition:
terminates(pickup(X), ontable(X)).
2. The initial situation provided by the initially predicate. For example, the
robot is initially holding block number 1:
initially(holding(1)).
3. A narrative of happened events; for example
happens(putdown(1), 3).
happens(pickup(1), 5).
4. The general theory of EC, defined as a set of domain-independent rules which
state that a fluent holds at a given time if it was either initially true, or if it
has become true after an event, and it has not ever since been clipped, i.e., its
truth has not been terminated in the meanwhile.
holdsat(F, T ) ← initially(F ), not clipped(0, F, T ).
holdsat(F, T ) ← happens(E, T1 ), initiates(E, F ),
not clipped(T1 , F, T ).
clipped(T1 , F, T2 ) ← happens(E, T ), T1 < T < T2 , terminates(E, F ).
(15)
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Based on this theory, by deduction one can infer for instance that the fluent
ontable(1) is true at time 4 and it is false at times 2 and 10.
Building on this result, Eshghi [46] pointed that planning problems can be solved
by interpreting the event calculus in abduction. The user states the initial situation
(through the initially predicate) and a goal, typically requiring the validity of some
fluents in the final situation. The narrative of events is no longer given, but is
considered as a set of actions that should be performed in order to obtain the goal;
i.e., happens atoms are abducible. In the example, if the goal was
holdsat(ontable(1), 10)

(16)

the Abductive Event Calculus (AEC) would reply that in order to obtain the goal,
the putdown action should be performed before time 10.
Many other authors address planning through abduction. Some of them consider the precedence relationship between events to be abducible [88]. Others use a
discrete representation of time and thus rely on efficient constraint solvers [66, 45].
The SCIFF framework easily accommodates the AEC. Additionally, it keeps
happened events separate from expected events, which we consider to be an improvement, in terms of representation: what is planned or supposed to happen, not
necessarily coincides with what is actually happening. An agent could plan to perform an action, but the action might fail. In the blocks world example, a block could
slip, thus making a pickup action unsuccessful. The robot expected to pickup the
block, but the actual action did not match. This unexpected event generates the
need for alternative possible course of events, such as a retrial, or a totally different
plan.
Therefore, in this implementation of AEC via SCIFF, plans are defined through
E predicates rather than H events. If the agent wants to get to a goal state, it
should perform plan for and execute actions, which makes such actions expected : by
no means, the actions in the plan are already happened at planning time.
Positive E expectations state actions that should be taken in order for the plan
to be effective. Negative EN expectations (which do not exist in previous abductive
event calculus proposals) inform about those actions that should not be executed in
order for the plan to be successful.
The SCIFF implementation of the AEC theory is shown in Tab. 8.1.
The rules in the KB are direct translation of the first two in Eq. (15). We introduce a new abducible predicate, unclipped, to represent the not(clipped) literals
found in the classical event calculus. In order for the plan to be successful, the fluent
should not be clipped in the given time interval. This is ensured by the application
of the integrity constraint in Tab. 8.1, which imposes that every event that would
terminate the validity of the fluent is expected not to happen (in the given time
interval). This mechanism lets us exploit better the underlying constraint solver,
which is tailored to reason about positive and negative expectations. Moreover, the
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Table 8.1 Abductive Event Calculus theory in SCIFF.
IC :
unclipped(T1 , F, T2 ), terminates(A, F ) → EN(A, T ), T1 < T < T2 .
KB :
holdsat(F, T ) ← initially(F ), unclipped(0, F, T ).
holdsat(F, T ) ← E(A, T1 ), 0 < T1 < T, initiates(A, F, T1 ), unclipped(T 1, F, T ).

planner will explicitly provide, in the form of negative (EN) expectations, which
actions should be avoided in order not to endanger the execution of the plan.
In the blocks world example SCIFF provides
E(putdown(1), T1 ), EN(pickup(1), T2 ), T1 < T2 < 10
which we read as:
∃T1 ∀T2 :T1 <T2 <10 E(putdown(1), T1 ), EN(pickup(1), T2 ),
i.e., in order to achieve the goal holdsat(ontable(1), 10), expressed in Eq. (16), the
robot should drop block 1, and avoid picking it up before time 10. The times
of these planned actions are given in terms of domains (intervals), thanks to the
underlying constraint solver. In order to obtain punctual times, one can anytime
resort to grounding. This very useful feature is present in SCIFF as well as in other
frameworks of literature, such as ACLP [65] and A-System [66] (for a discussion, see
Sect. 9).

8.2

Specifying and verifying agent interaction

In this section, we demonstrate the the usage of SCIFF in MAS domains, via a
simple agent interaction protocol.9 We show first the SCIFF-based implementation
of the FIPA Request Interaction Protocol, then we propose three sample dialogue
instances and we discuss the outcome of SCIFF when they are confronted with the
specified protocol.
8.2.1

The FIPA Request Interaction Protocol

The FIPA Request Interaction Protocol [51], depicted in Fig. 2 allows one agent to
request another to perform some action. The normal protocol flow is composed of
the following steps:
9

A collection of sample protocols and protocol runs can be found in [2, 93].
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FIPA Request Protocol

Initiator

Participant

request

refuse
[refused]

agree
[agreed and
notification necessary]

failure

inform-done : inform
[agreed]

inform-result : inform

Figure 2. FIPA Request Interaction Protocol.
1. The Initiator agent issues a request to a Participant agent to perform an action
P.
2. Participant can either
• refuse to perform P, in which case the protocol ends; or
• accept to perform P; in this case, after performing the action,
3. Participant will issue to Initiator one of the following:
• inform done(P), which simply tells Initiator that P has been performed;
• inform result(P,R), which also contains, in R, some information about
the result of performing the action;
• failure(P), which reports a failure.
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Table 8.2 IC and KB for the FIPA Request interaction protocol.
IC :
H(tell(Initiator, Participant, request(P), D), T)
→ E(tell(Participant, Initiator, agree(P), D), T1) ∧ T < T1
∨ E(tell(Participant, Initiator, refuse(P), D), T1) ∧ T < T1.
H(tell(Participant, Initiator, agree(P), D), T1)
→ EN(tell(Participant, Initiator, refuse(P), D), T2).
H(tell(Initiator, Participant, request(P), D), T) ∧
H(tell(Participant, Initiator, agree(P), D), T1) ∧ T < T1
→ E(tell(Participant, Initiator, failure(P), D), T2) ∧ T1 < T2 ∧
t failure(Td) ∧ T2 < T1 + Td
∨ E(tell(Participant, Initiator, inform done(P), D), T2) ∧ T1 < T2 ∧
t done(Td) ∧ T2 < T1 + Td
∨ E(tell(Participant, Initiator, inform result(P, R), D), T2) ∧ T1 < T2 ∧
t result(Td) ∧ T2 < T1 + Td.
H(tell(Participant, Initiator, failure(P), D), T)
→ EN(tell(Participant, Initiator, inform done(P), D), T1) ∧
EN(tell(Participant, Initiator, inform result(P, R), D), T2).
H(tell(Participant, Initiator, inform done(P), D), T)
→ EN(tell(Participant, Initiator, failure(P), D), T1) ∧
EN(tell(Participant, Initiator, inform result(P, R), D), T2).
KB :
t f ailure(10).
t done(20).
t result(50).
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The SCIFF-based specification of the protocol is shown in Tab. 8.2.
The first IC imposes to a Participant who has received a request to perform an
action, to reply with either agree or refuse. The second IC imposes mutual exclusion
between agree and refuse: if Participant has agreed, it cannot refuse at any time.
The third IC imposes request and agree to be followed by one among inform done,
inform result, and failure. In order to make this protocol more realistic, we have
introduced some time constraints that are not present in its original FIPA specifications. The messages inform done, inform result, and failure should be uttered
within a certain deadline: the deadline is determined by the instant in which the
Participant agreed, plus an interval defined in the knowledge base. The last two ICs
impose mutual exclusion among the three possible utterances.
The knowledge base in this case contains only predicates defining timeout values.
8.2.2

A dialogue instance satisfying the protocol

First of all, we discuss a dialogue instance that fulfils the protocol specifications:
H( tell( a, b, request( check balance), r1), 3).
H( tell( b, a, agree( check balance), r1), 6).
H( tell( b, a, inform result( check balance, balance(300, usd)), r1), 7).

In this dialogue instance, a first agent a requests to check a bank account to an
agent b (let us imagine that a represents a customer, b a bank). Agent b agrees to
provide the information, and later it communicates the balance.
The SCIFF proof procedure elaborates several alternative sets of hypotheses
about which events should be expected and which not. When the Closure (see
Sect. 5.3.2) transition is applied, however, only one such set is confirmed, and the
expectation about the inform result is fulfilled (as shown in Fig. 3).10
8.2.3

Uttering a message that is not permitted

In this second example, we discuss a dialogue instance that violates the protocol.
In particular, agent b, after agreeing to provide the information requested, later
“contradicts itself” by uttering a refuse message.
H( tell( a, b, request( check balance), r1), 3).
H( tell( b, a, agree( check balance), r1), 6).
H( tell( b, a, refuse( check balance), r1), 8).

This dialogue instance clearly violates the second integrity constraint shown in
Tab. 8.2. In Fig. 4 it is possible to see how this violation is detected by the SCIFF
10

In SOCS-SI, logical variables are preceded by underscore, like 65615. SOCS-SIalso shows the
internal identifier of CHR constraints among angles, like hc74i.
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Figure 3. A dialogue instance satisfying the protocol
proof procedure. In particular, the violation is shown by functor viol (corresponding
to an item in the ∆V set of the SCIFF operational semantics).
8.2.4

A participant does not respect a deadline

In this example, b fulfils the protocol specifications as for what concerns the messages
and their content. However, the inform result message is sent at time 58, whereas
the agree message has been sent at time 6. Hence, the deadline specified in the third
integrity constraint of Tab. 8.2 is not respected.
H( tell( a, b, request( check balance), r1), 3).
H( tell( b, a, agree( check balance), r1), 6).
H( tell( b, a, inform result( check balance, balance(300, usd)), r1), 58).

Fig. 5 shows how this situation is detected (gt current time(. . .) implements the
transition “Violation E”, see Sect. 5.3.3).

8.3

Reasoning with norms and events

Many specifications of norms, such as those dictating the correct behaviour of agents
in institutionalized transactions, are not so different from the agent interaction protocols of which we have given one example above. Let the reader not be mislead:
by no means do we intend to compete with frameworks for the specification of normative systems, as this is not the purpose of SCIFF. However, we argue that the
SCIFF framework can be used to specify normative elements of MAS, and that a
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Figure 4. Uttering a message that is not permitted
mapping can be cast between the SCIFF abductive framework and classical deontic
logic. A proposal in this sense is shown in [11].
In this section, we intend to demonstrate how to specify, inside the SCIFF framework, agent interaction protocols that may result too intricate for a representation
based on other formalisms, such as FSM, coloured Petri nets, and the AUML diagrams seen above. The example we give is a simplified version of a real life situation,
describing the activation of a telephone line (carrier) by a customer. We consider
the clauses of the contract a user must sign as the building blocks of an interaction
protocol, which makes use of expressive combinations of E, EN, and H predicates,
CLP constraints and predicates defined in the KB. With SCIFF we give a faithful representation of such a protocol, which makes it understandable, modular, and
verifiable. Despite all effort put by the telephone company into making things as
obscure as possible, at any time we (as customers) will be able to detect, via SCIFF,
whether the telephone company (telco in the following) has the right to interrupt the
service or to request a payment from us, and whether we have the right to complain
with telco, and not to pay part of the bill. Similarly, telco will receive indications
about when to send requests for payment, or when (not) to activate or (not) to
de-activate the carrier.
8.3.1

Description of the contract

The procedures that regulate the concession of a carrier to a customer are contained
in a contract, that the parties (telco and the customer) agree upon. The contract
is composed of several parts, stating what to do when the customer request a new
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Figure 5. A Participant does not respect a deadline
carrier, the procedures for paying the bills, for handling complaints, what obligations/penalties apply in case of late payments, and how to delegate authority to the
relevant bureaus, to make any necessary determination as to whether the parties
have complied with all requirements as set forth in the contract. We enucleated a
set of clauses in the contract, and gave their specifications in the SCIFF framework.
The ICs are reported in Tab. 8.3, and the KB is reported in Tab. 8.4. We chose a
set of clauses about bill and complaint handling. Before we proceed onto explaining
them one by one, we point out that the contract never obliges the customer to pay
money to telco, although it gives telco the right to send a request for payment if the
customer does not pay by a deadline. If after the request for payment the customer
still does not pay, telco has the right to de-activate the carrier. On the other hand,
the customer can decide to complain about (part of) the bill, provided that he has
not received a request for payment about it. In case of complaint, the customer can
no longer be expected to pay, and telco cannot request further payments about that
bill.
8.3.2

Specifications in terms of ICs

Given the double reading (protocol vs. contract) of this example, we will sometimes
use terms such as “it cannot”, “it is obliged”, or “it may”/“it is possible”/“it has
the right to” where we should say, in terms of SCIFF, “it is expected not to”, “it is
expected to”, or “it is not expected not to”. We do this for the sake of readability.
Let the reader not be confused by this terminological shift, as the semantics of the
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Table 8.3 IC in the contract between telco (T) and a customer (C).
[IC1] H(tell(T, C, phone bill(Phone No, Bill Id, Bill Amnt), D), T1) ∧
default wait(TWait)
→ EN(tell(T, C, request payment(Phone No, Bill Id, Any Amnt), D), T2),
T2 > T1, T2 < T1 + TWait.
[IC2] H(tell(T, C, phone bill(Phone No, Bill Id, Bill Amnt), D), T1) ∧
default wait(TWait)
→ E(tell(C, T, pay(Phone No, Bill Id, Bill Amnt, Paymt Rcpt), D), T2),
T2 < T1 + TWait
∨ E(tell(C, T, complain(Phone No, Bill Id, Partl Amnt), D), T3),
T3 < T1 + TWait
∨ ¬EN(tell(T, C, request payment(Phone No, Bill Id, Bill Amnt), D), T4),
T4 > T1 + TWait.
[IC3] H(tell(T, C, phone bill(Phone No, Bill Id, Bill Amnt), D), T1) ∧
H(tell(T, C, request payment(Phone No, Bill Id, Bill Amnt), D), T2) ∧
¬EN(tell(T, C, request payment(Phone No, Bill Id, Bill Amnt), D), T2) ∧
default wait(TWait)
→ ¬EN(tell(T, C, de activate(Phone No, reason(Bill Id)), D), T 3),
T 3 > T2 + TWait
∨ E(tell(C, T, pay(Phone No, Bill Id, Bill Amnt, Paymt Rcpt), D), T4),
T 4 < T2 + TWait.
[IC4] H(tell(T, C, request payment(Phone No, Bill Id, Bill Amnt), D), T1) ∧
H(tell(C, T, pay(Phone No, Bill Id, Bill Amnt, Paymt Rcpt), D), T2) ∧
default wait(TWait) ∧ T2 < T1 + TWait
→ EN(tell(T, C, de activate(Phone No, reason(Bill Id)), D), T3).
[IC5] H(tell(T, C, phone bill(Phone No, Bill Id, Bill Amnt), D), T1) ∧
H(tell(C, T, complain(Phone No, Bill Id, Partl Amnt), D), T2) ∧
default wait(TWait) ∧ T2 < T1 + TWait ∧
is admissible complaint(Bill Id, Partl Amnt)
→ ¬E(tell(C, T, pay(Phone No, Bill Id, Partl Amnt, Paymt Rcpt), D), T3),
T3 > T1,
EN(tell(T, C, request payment(Phone No, Bill Id, Bill Amnt), D), T4).
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Table 8.4 KB in the contract between telco and a customer.
def ault wait(10).
is admissible complaint(Bill Id, Partl Amnt) ←
list of bills(L1),
member((Bill Id, Total Amnt), L1),
Partl Amnt < Total Amnt.
member(X, [X|T ail]).
member(X, [Y |T ail]) ←
member(X, T ail).
list of bills([(145886, 205), (114477, 407), (168945, 126)]).

SCIFF framework remains unchanged.
Tab. 8.3 contains five ICs: roughly speaking, the first three ones describe in
general what is the expected behaviour of telco, regarding bill handling, whereas the
last two ones are about the rights of the customer (C). The ICs state the following:
• by [IC1], after sending a bill at time T1, telco may not send requests for
payments before time T1 + TWait;
• by [IC2], after telco sends a bill at time T1, one of the following three expectations hold: either C pays the bill in full by T1 + TWait, or C complains about
(part of) the bill by T1 + TWait, or telco gains the right to send a request or
payment at some time T4 later than T1 + TWait.
• by [IC3], if telco sent a bill, and later a request for payment at a time in which
it had the right to do so, and if the request for payment concerns the bill in
full, then ether C pays the bill, or telco gains the right to de-activate the carrier
(although telco is not obliged to do so);
• by [IC4], if C has paid the bill by the deadline, then telco cannot de-activate
the carrier. The deadline is specified by predicate default wait. Notice that
[IC4] fires independently of telco actually having the right to send a request
for payments;
• by [IC5], after C makes a complaint about some part of the bill (Partl Amnt),
he is no longer expected to pay Bill Amnt (provided that the complaint is
admissible).
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In the KB part of the SCIFF program, shown in Tab. 8.4, we specify deadlines,
as in the previous example, and we define what an “admissible complaint” is. To this
end, we define a predicate is admissible complaint/2, which relies upon a database
of bills (“list of bills”). In this simplified example, the database is mimicked by a
predicate named list of bills/1.
8.3.3

Sample interactions

Let us consider the following case: telco sends the bill, and C does not pay. As a
consequence, after TWait time units telco sends C a request for payment.
This sequence of events, i.e., the first three messages in (17), marked by ⋆,
generates a set of fulfilled expectations. What happens is, after the first message
at time 19 (the notification of the phone bill), [IC2] generates three alternative and
equally plausible sets of expectations: either C is expected to pay before time 29,
or C is expected to complain before time 29, or otherwise telco has the right (¬EN)
to issue a request for payment after time 29. In all cases telco does not have the
right to send a request for payment before time 29, because of [IC1]. At time 29
the first two alternatives become invalid due to the expired deadline. The message
request payment at time 33 is indeed acceptable, according to the protocol, and it
gives telco explicit permission to de-activate the carrier at any time later than 29. In
particular, by [IC3], it generates a new choice point in the tree of expectation sets:
in one case telco has the right to de-activate the carrier after time 39, in the other
case C is expected to pay. Because of [IC4], the last message, in which C notifies
his payment to telco, has as a side effect that telco loses its right to de-activate the
carrier at any time in connection to the bill No 145886.
As the second example shows (17), a violation can be generated if telco deactivates the carrier. In that case, SCIFF detects a violation because the fourth
message violates the protocol, and in particular [IC4], by which telco is expected
not to de-activate the carrier if C pays within 10 time units after receipt of telco’s
request for payment.

H( tell( telco, c, phone bill(390512093086, 145886, 205), 19).
H( tell( telco, c, request payment(390512093086, 145886, 205), 33).  (⋆)
H( tell( c, telco, pay(390512093086, 145886, 205, 1674521), 37).
H( tell( telco, c, de activate(390512093086, reason(145886)), 38).

(17)

Let us consider a third example (18), starting by telco sending C a bill, as in all
other examples. C complains, but he does it at time 33, which unfortunately is after
the deadline of 10 time units after the bill. This complaint, although not specifically
disallowed by the protocol, does not change the state of expectations in the system,
since no IC fires. In particular, [IC5] says that if C complains before the deadline,
he is not expected any more to pay the amount he complained about, and telco loses
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the right to send requests for payment concerning either the amount C complained
about or concerning the full amount of the bill. But [IC5] (as well as the other
ICs) does not say what happens in case of a late complaint. telco therefore sends
him a request to payment, since it is its right, and the only options for C are either
to pay, or to have the carrier de-activated. C pays and telco has no more right to
de-activate the line, which incidentally makes that second option (have the carrier
de-activated) inconsistent, besides fulfilling all the expectations of the first branch.
H(
H(
H(
H(

tell(
tell(
tell(
tell(

telco, c,
c, telco,
telco, c,
c, telco,

phone bill(390512093086, 145886, 205), 19).
complain(390512093086, 145886, 150), 33).
request payment(390512093086, 145886, 205), 34).
pay(390512093086, 145886, 205, 1674521), 37).

(18)

In the last example (19), telco as usual sends C a bill. However, this time C sends
his complaint before the deadline. C complains about an amount of ¿150 out of
¿205. As a consequence, if telco sends C a request for payment, it causes a protocol
violation. Due to [IC5], telco can no longer issue a request for payment. Unfortunately, telco does so at time 34, and consequently SCIFF detects the violation of
[IC5]. Note that, in order to demonstrate the role of predicate definitions in the
KB, we have written [IC5] so that it fires only if is admissible complaint (defined
in the KB) holds.
H( tell( telco, c, phone bill(390512093086, 145886, 205), 19).
H( tell( c, telco, complain(390512093086, 145886, 150), 24).
H( tell( telco, c, request payment(390512093086, 145886, 205), 34).

9

(19)

Related Work and Discussion

In this section we relate the SCIFF framework with other relevant work of literature.
We will focus on other ALP frameworks and on other applications of computational
logic to multi-agent systems. We do not intend to give an exhaustive account of the
work done, but we will only touch the most closely related proposals and focus on
the differences with respect with our own work.

9.1

ALP frameworks

By reading Kakas and colleagues’ survey on ALP [63], one will be impressed by the
amount of work done on this topic. The reasons why we are proposing yet another
ALP framework are in the introductory section of this article. Now, we will try to
relate our work with some of the most influential proposal of literature, although we
are aware that many others will have to be left out.
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Kakas and Mancarella [64] define a proof procedure (herein and below referred
to as KM ) for ALP, building on previous work by Eshghi and Kowalski [47]. KM
assumes that the integrity constraints are in the form of denials, with at least one
abducible literal in the conditions.11 The semantics given by KM to the integrity
constraints is that at least one of the literals in the integrity constraint must be
false (otherwise, procedurally, false is derived). The procedure starts from a query
and a set of initial assumptions ∆i and results in a set of consistent hypotheses
(abduced literals) ∆o such that ∆o ⊇ ∆i and ∆o together with the program P
entails the query. The proof procedure uses the notion of abductive and consistency
derivations.12
Operationally, in KM abducibles must be ground when they are considered by the
proof, and the procedure flounders if a selected abducible is not ground. Moreover,
it treats constraint predicates, such as <, ≤, 6=, . . ., as ordinary predicates, thus being
unable to use specialised constraint solvers for such predicates. Therefore, extensions
to KM have been proposed to cope with such limitations. Notably, ACLP [65] extends KM to deal with non-ground abduction and with constraints. ACLP programs
can contain constraints on finite domains. ACLP interleaves consistency checking
of abducible assumptions and constraint satisfaction.
Denecker and De Schreye [37, 39] introduce a proof procedure for normal abductive logic programs by extending SLDNF resolution to the case of abduction.
The procedure is called SLDNFA and it is correct with respect to the completion
semantics, and interestingly, it presents a crucial property: the treatment of nonground abductive queries. [37] does not consider general integrity constraints, but
only constraints of the kind a, not a ⇒ f alse. In later work [38], they propose
adding integrity constraints by extending the program with rules false ← ¬F , for
each integrity constraint F ; the literal ¬false is then added as an extra literal to the
query. SLDNFA has been extended towards CLP constraints handling, giving rise
to SLDNFA(C) [100].
The A-System [66] is a merger of ACLP and SLDNFA(C), but it differs from
them by its explicit treatment of non-determinism, which permits to perform heuristic search with different types of heuristics. Also A-System, like SCIFF, copes with
11

The syntax of integrity constraints varies from framework to framework; while some frameworks
require integrity constraints to be denials of literals, this is not true of other frameworks, such as
SCIFF, and IFF, as we will see.
12
Intuitively, an abductive derivation is a standard SLD-derivation suitably extended in order to
consider abducibles. As soon as an abducible atom δ is encountered which does not already occur in
the current set of hypotheses, it is added to the current set of hypotheses, and it must be proved that
any integrity constraint such that δ unifies with an abducible in it is satisfied. For this purpose, a
consistency derivation for δ is started. Since the integrity constraints are denials only (i.e., queries),
this corresponds to proving that every such query fails to hold. Therefore, δ is removed from all the
denials with which it unifies, and it is proved that all the resulting queries fail. In this consistency
derivation, when an abducible is encountered, an abductive derivation for its complement is started
in order to prove the abducible’s failure, so that the initial integrity constraint is satisfied.
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non-ground abduction.
The Active-KM proof procedure by Terreni et al. [75] integrates in the original
abductive computational scheme a limited but powerful type of implicative-form
integrity constraints. It supports forward reasoning via integrity constraints (implications) which fire when their conditions (body) are satisfied. However, this procedure does not deal with non-ground abducibles. Finally, the KM proof-procedure
has been used and extended in the context of MAS. In particular, Ciampolini et
al.’s ALIAS framework [29] and the LAILA language [30] define mechanisms for the
coordination of agent reasoning based on it.
Surely the most related abductive framework to SCIFF is Fung and Kowalski’s
IFF proof-procedure [56], on which SCIFF is based. The IFF proof procedure uses
backward reasoning with the selective Clark completion [31] of the logic program13
to compute abductive explanations for given queries. Forward reasoning is applied
based on the conjunction of queries plus integrity constraints, which is done at the
beginning of the abductive process. The integrity constraints can be any (closed)
implications. The authors describe IFF as a sort of “hybrid of the proof procedure
of Console et al. [35] and the SLDNFA procedure of Denecker and De Schreye (see
[37]),” mainly due to its use of the Clark completion semantics and because neither
of them requires a safe selection rule for abducibles and negation.
IFF has been used to model the rational part of logic-based agents, since Kowalski
and Sadri’s seminal paper [68], and in further developments and refinements [69, 82,
72]. SCIFF also applies ALP to the context of MAS, but differently from other work
it does it at the social level, its initial purpose being to perform the compliance check
of externally observable agent behaviour.
Recently, IFF has been refined to deal with negation as failure in integrity constraints [81], and extended with the definition of frameworks that treat abducibles
and constraints uniformly [71, 45]. This last work also presents an implementation
of IFF (the only one published, to the best of our knowledge), based on a metainterpreter. Although these extensions improve IFF in several aspects, none of them
handles universally quantified variables in abducible predicates, and of course do
not deal with expectations. Finally, SCIFF is implemented in CHR with attributed
variables, which is a considerably efficient technology.
Given the CHR-based implementation of SCIFF, we will also mention Abdennadher and Christiansen’s work [1], which further developed into the HYPROLOG
system [28]. HYPROLOG is not limited to abduction, but also encloses assumptive
logic programming features. The abductive part of HYPROLOG, however, is much
more restrictive in scope than SCIFF: it has a limited use of negation, and integrity
constraints cannot involve defined predicates (but only abducibles and built-ins).
Thanks to these simplifications, the necessary machinery is much simpler than the
13

The term “selective” refers to the fact that IFF does completion, but only of non-abducible
predicates.
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one used by SCIFF. We implemented (and tested) a subset of the SCIFF language
based on ideas similar to HYPROLOG; this is documented in previous publications
[59, 10].
Finally, related to our work on ALP are the abductive query evaluation method
proposed by Satoh and Iwayama [85], and Abdual [16]: a system to perform abduction from extended logic programs grounded on the well-founded semantics. Abdual,
which relies on tabled evaluation inspired to SLG resolution [27], handles only ground
programs.
A little bit outside of ALP, but related to our work, Sergot [86] proposed a framework, query-the-user, in which some of the predicates are labelled as “askable”; the
truth of askable atoms can be asked to the user. Our E predicates may be understood as information asking, while H atoms may be considered as new information
provided during search. However, differently from Sergot’s query-the-user, SCIFF
is not intended to be used interactively, but rather to provide a means to generate
and to reason upon generated expectations, be them positive or negative. Moreover,
SCIFF presents expectations in the context of an abductive framework (integrating
them with other abducibles). Hypotheses confirmation was studied also by Kakas
and Evans [48], where hypotheses can be corroborated or refuted by matching them
with observable atoms: an explanation fails to be corroborated if some of its logical
consequences are not observed. The authors suggest that their framework could be
extended to take into account dynamic events, possibly, queried to the user: “this
form of reasoning might benefit from the use of a query-the-user facility”. In is work
about AEC-based planning, Shanahan [89] also introduces a concept of expectation:
a robot moves in an office, and has expectations about where it is standing, based on
the values obtained by sensors. While our expectations should match with actual
events, in Shanahan’s work events and expectations are of the same nature, and
both are abduced. We deal with expectations in a larger sense, as SCIFF permits
to express positive and negative expectations. We also have a different focus: while
we assume that the history is known, Shanahan proposes to abduce the events.
In a sense, our work can be considered as a merger and extension of these works:
it has confirmation of hypotheses, as in corroboration, and it provides an operational
semantics for dynamically incoming events, as in query-the-user.
Also related to reasoning with dynamic incoming events are two additional works,
which we briefly mention before we conclude this roundup. Speculative Computation
[84] is a propositional framework for a multi-agent setting with unreliable communication. When an agent asks a query, it also abduces a default answer; if the
real answer arrives within a deadline, the hypothesis is (dis-)confirmed; otherwise
the computation continues with the default. In our work, expectations can be confirmed by events, with a wider scope: they are not only questions, and they can
have variables, possibly constrained. The dynamics of incoming events can be seen
as an instance of an Evolving Logic Program [17]. In EvoLP, the knowledge base
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can change both because of external events or because of internal results. SCIFF
does not generate new events, but only expectations about external events. Our
focus is more on the expressivity of the expectations than on the evolution of the
knowledge base.

9.2

Computational Logic and societies of agents

To the best of our knowledge, the SOCS approach to agent societies, upon which
SCIFF found its main motivations, is the first attempt to use ALP to reason about
agent interaction at a social level. Many other logics have been proposed to represent
richer social and institutional entities, such as normative systems and electronic
institutions. Here also the literature is broad, and slightly aside of the focus of this
article. However, our work shares some concepts with normative systems, being
E related with the O (obligation) operator of deontic logic [83], and EN with the
F (forbidden) operator.14 We enucleate similarities and differences in [11], and
comment on the main differences between our approach and others based on social
semantics in a number of published papers [9, 12, 6]. Below we will only give a
very synthetic and by no means exhaustive account of work based on computational
logic, applied to agent interaction and social agent systems in the broader sense.
The social approach to the semantic characterisation of agent interaction is
adopted by many researchers to allow for flexible, architecture-independent and
verifiable protocol specification. Prominent schools, including Castelfranchi’s [26],
Singh et al.’s [91, 104], and Colombetti et al.’s [52, 33, 34] indicate commitments
as first class entities in social agents, to represent the state of affairs in the course
of social agent interaction. The resulting framework is more flexible than traditional approaches to protocol specification, as it does not necessarily define action
sequences, nor it prescribes initial/final states or necessary transitions.
In [104], a variant of the Event Calculus is applied to commitment-based protocol specification. The semantics of messages (i.e., their effect on commitments) is
described by a set of operations whose semantics, in turn, is described by predicates
on events and fluents; in addition, commitments can evolve, independently of communicative acts, in relation to events and fluents as prescribed by a set of postulates.
Similarly, [52] defines an operational specification of an ACL in an object-oriented
framework by means of the commitment class. A commitment represents an obligation for its debtor towards its creditor. A commitment is described by a finite state
automaton, whose states (which can take the values of empty, pre-commitment, canceled, conditional, active, fulfilled and violated ) can change by application of methods
14

The reduction of deontic concepts such as obligations and prohibitions has been the subject of
several past works: notably, by [18] (according to which, informally, A is obligatory iff its absence
produces a state of violation) and by [76] (where, informally, an action A is prohibited iff its being
performed produces a state of violation).
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of the commitment class, or of rules triggered by external conditions. The semantics
of communicative acts is specified in terms of methods to be applied to a commitment when a communicative act is issued. We discuss in [9] the use of the SOCS
framework for the social semantic specification of agent interaction protocols.
Artikis et al. [22] present a theoretical framework for providing executable specifications of particular kinds of multi-agent systems, called open computational societies, and present a formal framework for specifying, animating and ultimately
reasoning about and verifying the properties of systems where the behaviour of the
members and their interactions cannot be predicted in advance. Three key components of computational systems are specified, namely the social constraints, social
roles and social states. The specifications of these concepts is based on and motivated by the formal study of legal and social systems (a goal of the ALFEBIITE
project), and therefore operators of Deontic Logic are used for expressing legal social behaviour of agents [102, 96]. ALFEBIITE has investigated the application of
formal models of norm-governed activity to the definition, management and regulation of interactions between info-habitants in the information society. Their logical
framework comprises a set of building blocks (including doxastic, deontic and praxeologic notions) as well as composite notions (including deontic right, power, trust,
role and signalling acts).
Differently from [22] (and from other work on normative systems), we do not
explicitly represent concepts such as institutional power of the society members and
validity of action. Instead, permitted are all social events that do not determine
a violation, i.e., all events that are not explicitly forbidden are allowed. Permission instead, if explicitly needed, is mapped the negation of a negative expectation
(¬EN).
[80] provides a first-order framework of deontic reasoning that can model and
compute social regulations and norms, and among the organizational models, [41, 43,
42] exploit deontic logic to specify the society norms and rules. Several papers discuss
“sub-ideal” situations, i.e., how to manage situations in which some of the norms
are not respected. For instance, [97] show the relation between diagnostic reasoning
and deontic logic, importing the “principle of parsimony” from diagnostic reasoning
into their deontic system, in the form of a requirement to minimize the number
of violations. [77] proposes a solution to the problem and paradoxes stemming
from earlier logical representations of contrary-to-duty obligations, i.e., obligations
that become active when other obligations are violated. The Interactive Maryland
Platform for Agents Collaborating Together (IMPACT) [21, 44] also uses deontic
operators: not to describe social stances, but to program intelligent agents. A lot
more work is surely relevant to SCIFF and we indeed aim to incorporate some more
advanced aspects of normative agent systems reasoning in the future: but for the
economy of this article, we will redirect the interested reader to [11].
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10

Conclusions

The operational framework presented in this article, based on the SCIFF, represents
an important improvement with respect to the state-of-the-art. Not only can it be
used to specify a broad range of interaction protocols and verify agent interaction
at runtime: SCIFF abstracts away from the domain of multi-agent systems, and
can be applied to specification and verification of interaction independently of the
architecture of the participants in the interaction. SCIFF presents a conjunction of
features which is novel in the ALP literature, namely a particularly rich and intuitive treatment of variable quantification, the new concept of positive and negative
expectations, an automatic way to verify compliance to specifications on-the-fly, an
efficient implementation based on CHR, its embedding in an agent verification software tool able to interact with other standard components, and three important
theoretical results: soundness, termination, and completeness for an important class
of programs. This article focusses on the theoretical side of SCIFF: it presents for
the first time its operational semantics and proof of formal properties. In other publications we have demonstrated more in detail the use of SCIFF in the multi-agent
domain, and situated our approach inside the MAS literature.
Directions for future research include the definition of an extended SCIFF which
can be used to perform automatic verification of formal protocol properties. To
this end, may rely on g-SCIFF, as we demonstrate in [8]. We aim to produce a
unified framework where protocol properties can be studies and verified statically, to
produce specifications that can be used with no further translation steps in operating
agent systems that we can monitor and verify at run time. We have already done
some work in this sense, motivated by the need to reduce the number of steps
involved in the complicated process of engineering and executing distributed and
open computer systems applications. Other application domains for SCIFF that
we are considering are the medical domain (both for diagnosis, one of the classical
ALP applications, and for medical guidelines specification), normative systems, open
network computer systems, and web services choreography.
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